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ABSTRACT
The focus of this dissertation is to study the multilayer graphene and carbon 
nanoribbon-based photodetectors through the fabrication of features like films, islands, 
mesas, as well as nanoribbons. The corresponding photoresponse was next explored with 
the realization of photodetecting devices. Graphene-based photodetectors have been 
fabricated and studied for a long time, and the mechanism of the photoinduced carriers in 
such photodetectors is still not clear. In addition, the photoresponsivity of graphene 
photodetectors is still improvable. Based on the research of the photoresponse experiment 
of multilayer graphene and carbon nanoribbon-based photodetectors, the mechanism for 
the photodetecting is further discussed and the photoresponsivity is highly improved by 
different methodologies. Specifically, this dissertation includes the following five 
chapters of topics: (1) introductions; (2) graphite / multilayer graphene photodetectors; (3) 
tunable photoresponse of epitaxial graphene on SiC; (4) photoresponse in carbon 
nanoribbon-based devices; and (5) conclusions. Overall, my dissertation achieves the 
goal of fundamental discussion of photodetecting in multilayer graphene and carbon 
nanoribbon-based devices and realizes the improved and tunable photoresponse in the 
meantime. I hope that this dissertation will help move forward graphene/carbon material- 
based research, which is not only limited to the device fabrication and nanopatterning 
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In this chapter we will provide the background information on graphene, graphene- 
based photodetectors, and Carbon Nanoribbon (CNR)-based photovoltaic devices and 
introduce the motivation of our research.
1.1 Introduction to Graphene/Graphite
In this section, the background of graphene and its different forms will be introduced, 
followed by a more detailed introduction to a specific form of graphene— epitaxial 
graphene (EG) as well as the graphene stack—graphite. Two of the applications of 
graphene, graphene-based photodetectors and photovoltaic cells, will be presented also.
1.1.1 Graphene and the Forms of Graphene
Graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb structure,1, 2 
which is the first two-dimensional (2D) atomic crystal available for use. Because of its 
unique and isotropic atom structure, it displays many remarkable properties, such as high 
electric and thermal conductivity 1-5 and high mechanical stiffness and strength,6-8 which 
makes it suitable for many applications. Graphene is also considered a promising 
replacement for some of the currently used materials.
Different from most conventional three-dimensional (3D) materials, graphene is a 
truly 2D material that behaves as a semimetal.7, 9-12 Near the 2D hexagonal Brillouin zone
boundary, i.e., six Dirac points of a single-layer graphene, carriers have a linear energy- 
wave factor (E-k) relation, which makes electrons behave as massless fermions or Dirac 
particles. The vanishing gap for the Dirac particles with zero mass (E0 = mc2) makes 
graphene a zero-gap semiconductor, i.e., a semimetal. This unique structure of graphene 
results in its extraordinary electronic properties.7, 9 12
Electrically, the theoretical intrinsic electron mobility of graphene is calculated to be 
~2 x 105 cm2 V-1 s-1 at room temperature,13 while the recent experimental result is 2.5 x 
105 cm2 V-1 s-1.14 These values are two orders of magnitude higher than silicon 
transistors.15
Optically, graphene is able to absorb 2.3% of incident light from ultraviolet, visible to 
IR spectral range by just one single layer of carbon atoms. A high coefficient of light 
absorption is a consequence of the linear and gapless band dispersion of Dirac 
fermions.1618 The effective mass of carriers in graphene is zero (massless), which leads 
to a significant wavelength-independent absorption (na = 2.3%) for normal incident light 
below about 1 eV.17
Graphene was first discovered as a form of cleaved layer from graphitic material.1 It 
was then extensively studied and many other forms of graphene were then achieved with 
different methodologies. Besides the mechanically exfoliated graphene, CVD-grown 
graphene,19 graphene reduced from graphene oxide,20 and epitaxial graphene (EG) on SiC 
substrates21, 22 were realized during the past few years.
Exfoliated graphene has been shown to have a large crystallite size and the highest 
carrier mobility. The mechanical exfoliation process is simple and effective to obtain 
graphene sheets in micron size. If we assume the mobility of electrons in exfoliated
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graphene p.e is equal to 2 x 105 cm2 V-1 s-1, and the electron concentration n in graphene is 
4 x 109 cm-2, we can get the conductivity of exfoliated graphene described as follows:
& graphene n *e *^ e-, ( 1.1)
where the electron charge e is ~1.6 x 10-19 Coulomb. Thus, the calculated electron 
conductivity of exfoliated graphene is ~0.13 mS, which is very close to the tested results 
in a suspended graphene device.23 However, cleaving graphite to produce graphene may 
only fit the need for research, but it is not suitable for industry due to its extremely small 
yield and small sample size.
CVD graphene demonstrates large-area size and good continuity,24 which is good for 
volume manufacturing in industry, but disorder and scattering processes lead to much 
lower carrier mobility than an exfoliated graphene sheet. In addition, CVD graphene 
needs to be transferred from Cu or Ni metal films to an insulating substrate for building 
electric devices. This transfer process may create additional chemical contaminations as 
well as structural defects. The reduction from graphene oxide shows a simple and 
inexpensive method to derive graphene chemically.20 However, the solution-based 
process introduces contaminations and surface defects as well, resulting in the lowest 
mobility among all the forms of graphene.
1.1.2 Introduction to EG 
Another form of graphene is EG, which has been heavily used in our experiments. EG 
is achieved by removing the Si atoms in SiC substrate, where it is processed at high 
temperatures (>1300 0C) and ultra-high vacuum (UHV).21 Thus, the size and quality of 
EG is mainly limited by the original SiC substrate. Either Si-face or C-face SiC can be 
used for the growth of EG while the growth on C-face SiC is capable to generate more
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layers of graphene with a faster growth rate, and the number of layers for graphene C- 
face SiC is well controlled.25 4-H and 6-H SiC substrates, which have bandgaps of 3.23 
eV and 3.05 eV, respectively, are usually used for the evaporation of Si to form EG.
EG can be fabricated with a carrier density as high as ~3 x 1012 cm-2 and the electron 
mobility in the range of 103 cm2 V-1 s-1.26 The EG-based field effect transistor (FET) can 
exhibit a transition frequency of 100 GHz under a certain bias,26 higher than the 
frequency of a silicon-based FET (30 GHz for 200 nm channel length). EG films grown 
on 4-H SiC show a room-temperature conductivity of ~5 x 106 S/m,27 which is 
comparable to the conductivity of exfoliated graphene.
Notably, EG on SiC can be fabricated as large-size, multilayered devices, suitable for
21 28 29volume manufacturing due to its good continuity, stability, and reproducibility. , , 
The bottom SiC film can be conveniently used as a semi-insulating layer to support the 
EG device on the top.30 In addition, the SiC substrate has much better thermal 
conductivity than SiO2 , which promotes the heat transfer from EG on SiC to the outside 
environment in some experiments, e.g., laser experiments on EG-based devices. Thus, the 
accumulative heat on EG will not greatly change the carrier temperature, affecting the 
electronic performance further.
Here in our research, EG samples were made on carbon face 4-H SiC with different 
layers of thickness, which were fabricated and provided by our collaborators at Institute 
of Physics (IOP), Chinese Academy of Science.
1.1.3 Graphite: Graphene Stack 
Graphene is also a basic component for building many other graphitic materials, i.e., 
0D buckyballs, 1D carbon nanotubes, or 3D graphite. Fig. 1.1 shows the schematic
4
drawing o f the unzipping o f a carbon nanotube (top-down process) or the wrap-up o f a 
graphene film (bottom-up process).
Graphite is actually a stack of graphene films. The interlayer Van der Waals 
interaction in graphite plays as the cohesive force, and the space between two adjacent 
layers is ~0.34 nm. Graphite can be effectively treated as a multilayer system with almost 
decoupled 2D graphene sheets.31 The resistivity of commercially available graphite (ZYA 
grade from SPI Supplies Inc.) is ~ 4 x 10"5 ohm-cm in the direction parallel to the layer 
plane, while the resistivity is as high as 0.15 ohm-cm in the direction normal to the layer 
plane. Thus, the electric properties of graphene are largely preserved in graphite, and 
graphene planes in a graphitic system of multilayer graphene (MLG) may perform 
independently, which make graphite a promising material for electronic applications.
The light absorption rate of a single-layer graphene is ~2.3%, while the multilayers in 
MLG will lead to a low light transmission. Especially in the visible region of spectrum, 
the relationship between light transmissivity T(w) and photoconductivity of graphene or 
graphite o(w) can be expressed as follows,
s 2 4(£1£0)
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T (o )  =
s  [(4 s S 2 + s 1)s0+ c]2 ( 1 2 )
« [1 + ^ ) ] - 2  
2s0 c
where the s 0 is vacuum permittivity (8.85 x 10"12 F m-1) and c is the velocity of light (3 x
108 m/s). The photoconductivity of single-layer graphene o0 is equal to e2/4h. 
Considering the number of graphene layers n ( o )  is related with the overall thickness o  
of MLG by a factor of interlayer thickness, we can get the relationship as follows:
n ( o )  = o  (nm) /  0.34 (nm). (13)
Also, we assume the photoconductivity of MLG or graphite is a multiple of o0 by the 
factor of n(w). Then Equation (1.2) could be transformed into the following formula:
T (a ) = [1 + - ^  —  ] 2 (14)
2s0c 0.3V . (14)
The light transmissivity can then be plotted as a function of the thickness of MLG 
(see Fig. 1.2). From Fig. 1.2, over 90% of optical absorption can be achieved by up to 
300 graphene layers in graphite. Therefore, graphite is able to work as a light absorber 
with very limited carbon materials. This unique property of notable optical absorption of 
MLG or graphite is utilized for our device application.
1.2 Graphene/Graphite Photodetectors
Graphene has attracted much recent attention because of its extraordinary electrical 
and optical properties that promise a wide range of device applications.1, 10, 32-34 For 
example, graphene photodetectors have been fabricated for high-speed optical
35 36 36 38 5 39communication, , wide band optical detection, - terahertz detection, , and other 
applications.28, 40, 41 Graphene-based photodetectors have been made using mechanically 
exfoliated graphene flakes,1 CVD grown graphene,19 and epitaxial graphene (EG) on SiC 
substrates.21, 22
Limited by the bandgap size, semiconductor photodetectors usually have limited 
detecting spectral width. However, there is no gap for graphene because of its conduction 
and valence band touching each other at the Dirac point.11, 32 Thus, graphene-based 
photodetectors can be used for a wide spectral range, from ultraviolet to infrared. The 
high mobility of carriers in graphene supports the high-speed photodetecting, and the
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high operating bandwidth promotes the high-speed data communications by graphene- 
based photodetectors.35, 38
The mechanism for the photocurrent generation in graphene-based optoelectronic 
devices is still not fully understood. There exist three main explanations: the built-in 
electric profile at the graphene-metal contacts, photothermoelectric (PTE) effects from 
hot carriers, and bolometric effects. Similar to the photovoltaic effect in semiconductor 
devices, researchers have found that the photogenerated current in graphene-based 
photodetectors usually occurs at the graphene-metal contacts, where an internal electric 
field accelerates the charge carriers to flow to contacts.5, 35, 38 Metal electrodes (e.g., Ti, 
Cr, Al, and Pd, etc.) have been deposited on the two sides of graphene film/flake to form 
built-in electric fields at the metal/graphene interfaces. The electric profile is created by 
the work function difference between a metal electrode and graphene: the Fermi level of 
two materials line up at the thermal equilibrium and then the electric field shaped up as a 
slope (see Fig. 1.3). Electron carriers in graphene, in response to incident photons, are 
generated and directed from the interface to the metal leads. This internal electric field 
will drive electrons from one material of high work function to another with low work 
function.
3 8 42 43Symmetric graphene photodetectors , , are realized by using only one metal 
material to build the two electrodes on graphene. The mirror contacts (see Fig. 1.3a) lead 
to an opposite direction of electron flow. In contrast, an asymmetric metal scheme can be 
applied by using two metals,35 one having a higher work function than graphene ($ ~ 4.6 
eV) and the other lower, to direct electron flow in the same direction to enhance the
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signal under global illumination. The choice of metals, to achieve different slopes of band 
bending, will affect the optical-electric response in graphene photodetectors.
On the other hand, PTE effects are believed to be induced by the entropy difference at 
interfaces (like monolayer and bilayer graphene interfaces),44 which is proportional to the 
difference of density of states (D(E)). Thus, hot carriers tend to diffuse to the material 
with higher D(E) to enable the maximized entropy, which leads to electron (or hole) 
doped materials (doped p-n). Such hot carrier transport may also apply for the 
photocurrent generation at graphene-metal interfaces: the temperature gradients (or say 
thermal voltage) drives electrons or holes from metal contacts to graphene to achieve the 
n-type or p-type doping.45 However, the electric conductivity of graphene was reported to 
decrease under the increased local temperature.46-49 The optical-enhanced phonon 
temperature will lead to strong electron-phonon scattering, hence reducing the conduction 
of electron carriers in graphene. Therefore, hot electrons (or hot phonons) will enhance 
(or reduce) the photoresponse of graphene.
Moreover, bolometric mechanisms can also explain the generation of electrons under 
optical illuminations.50, 51 The resistance of the graphene can be changed by the enhanced 
local temperature, owing to the incident electromagnetic radiation. The small specific 
heat makes the electrons be quickly heated up, and the weak electron-phonon coupling 
allows the thermally decoupled electrons from the lattice.52, 53 Based on light illumination, 
resistance change by photon absorption can be detected in electrical signals, and 
photocurrent is then generated in the biased graphene.
Although experimental results concluded that both photovoltaic and bolometric 
effects are relevant to the photocurrent generation,51 the exact contribution from these
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three effects for the generation of photocurrent at graphene-based photodetectors is still 
under debate. Our experimental results mainly support the band-bending theory at 
graphene-metal contacts, but we believe the PTE effects also contribute to the net 
photocurrent.
The photoresponsivity of several mA/W is observed in graphene photodetectors with 
or without source-drain bias. Plasmonic structures54, 55 were reported to improve the 
optical response from graphene and hence to improve the device photoresponsivity. 
However, there are not many experiments confirming the enhanced photoresponse by the 
utilization of the different forms of graphene, i.e., graphite and its nanoribbons.
Graphene-based photodetectors are widely studied presently and reported in many 
publications, although graphite-based photonic devices were seldom researched 
historically. We believe the outstanding absorption rate of optical spectrum by multilayer 
graphene (MLG) will greatly improve the photodetecting performance, in contrast to 
graphene photodetectors. In addition, graphite/graphene nanoribbons (or carbon 
nanoribbons, CNRs) can also be applied in the photonic devices. Although fabrication of 
CNRs may introduce edge states that might affect the lifetime of carriers and hence 
weaken the photon induced signal response, recent experiments have shown that CNRs 
can in fact enhance light absorption due to the intrinsic plasmon enhancement in 
graphene that leads to improved photoresponse.56
Furthermore, graphene photodetectors were reported to generate electrons under 
optical illumination mostly within a 200-300 nm region next to the metal/graphene 
boundary (on one side of the boundary, there is pure graphene; on the other side, there is 
graphene covered by metal lead),43, 57, 58 where a lateral electrical field zone exists across
9
the boundary without any gate bias. Also, a vertical field exists across the planar 
metal/graphene interface. Although the metal leads on top of graphene film may reflect a 
good portion of incident light, the photocurrent signal generated in the vertical electric 
field can still supplement the signal generated at the metal/graphene boundary region, 
especially if a large-area graphene metal contact is employed. For these reasons, we have 
built photodetectors both on a planar surface of EG with large-area metal leads and on 
CNRs.
1.3 Photovoltaic Cell Based on CNRs
Solar energy has been identified as the leading renewable energy source to meet the 
challenge of increasing demand for energy with limited fossil fuel resources on this 
planet. During the last decade, the photovoltaic (PV) industry is the fastest growing 
power-generation technology in the world, with the annual production capability 
increasing more than 60 times. A 2010 PV market analysis issued by the European 
Photonics Industry Consortium (EPIC) shows that production of PV modules will reach a 
record high again in 2011, primarily due to the growth in crystalline silicon (Si) cells and 
thin-film cadmium telluride (CdTe) cells. However, due to the rapid growth in the PV 
industry globally, the raw material cost has been increasing rapidly, especially for 
crystalline Si. On the other hand, Te is an extremely rare element (one part per billion in 
the Earth's crust),59 making the use of CdTe in sufficiently large quantities a serious 
potential problem. This calls for the development of new, efficient PV cells using cheap 
and abundant raw material.
Fig. 1.4 shows the reserve amount of graphite in comparison with other in-use PV 
materials. According to the 2011 US Geological Survey report,60 the world’s inferred
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recoverable graphite resources exceed 800 million tons. The reserve base of graphite in 
the United States exceeds one million tons, while neighboring countries such as Mexico, 
Brazil, and Canada are all major graphite exporters. Therefore, graphite provides an 
abundant, sustainable, and cost-effective raw material resource for harvesting solar 
energy, provided an efficient PV technology can be developed. In addition, graphite has 
recently been selected to undergo outer space harsh environment tests for electronic and 
PV applications because of its extreme stability and durability.
Recently, Lagally and Liu proposed a novel design of efficient multigap solar 
cells based on the radical concept of employing a new class of graphite-based material, 
lithographically-defined carbon nanoribbons. A patent entitled “Graphite-Based 
Photovoltaic Cells” (US patent publication no. 2010/0132773), filed on this invention 
jointly by the University of Utah and the University of Wisconsin-Madison, has been 
allowed by the US patent office in December 2010. The conceptual basis of the proposed 
solar cell originates from our recognition that the energy gap of CNRs exhibits a 
dependence on their dimensions, similar to graphene nanoribbons as shown 
experimentally (see Fig. 1.1).61, 62 With the proper selection of metal contacts of different 
work functions ($),63 a Schottky barrier PV cell can be constructed, whose energy 
diagram is shown in Fig. 1.5 using Ti ($ =4.3 eV) and Au ($ =5.1 eV) as electrodes.
Upon photoexcitation, electrons and holes will be generated within the CNRs and be 
separated by the building-in potential (Vbi), which equals the work function difference 
between the two metal leads, to generate electricity. The CNR-based cells can be 
designed with continuously varying band gaps (or an optimized combination of multiple 
gaps) to absorb the full (or selected) spectrum of solar radiation by employing CNRs of
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different widths and thicknesses, achieving the highest possible intrinsic cell efficiency. 
In addition, first-principles calculations show that the work function of CNRs remains 
constant ($ = 4.6 eV) independent of CNR size.64 This unique property eases the way to 
fabricate multigap solar cells using the same metal contacts. Calculations by Wang and 
Liu65 show that an optimized 3-gap graphite solar cell has a theoretical intrinsic 
efficiency of ~50%, which will deliver a power conversion efficiency of >20%, even 
considering a high extrinsic loss of more than 50%. Fabrication of CNRs can be made 
economical via massively parallel processing based on lithographic patterning of graphite 
sheets or blocks, a technology compatible with the current Si electronics industry. 
Therefore, an ambitious long-term goal set out by Professor Liu’s group is to develop 
CNR-based PV cells, while my Ph.D. thesis research has focused on developing 
protocols for nanopatterning of CNRs and fabricating multilayer graphene- and CNR- 




Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of a carbon nanotube, regarded as a wrapped graphene 
film in a certain form.
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Figure 1.2 Light transmissivity of MLG or graphite in response to the thickness.
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Figure 1.3 Energy band diagram showing the internal electrical field for (a) a symmetric 
metal scheme and (b) an asymmetric metal scheme. Upper panel: Bands of isolated metal 
leads and graphene. Lower panel: Bands of contacted metal leads and graphene in 
thermal equilibrium.
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Figure 1.4 US mineral reserve amount of Graphite, Ge, Cd, and Te plotted in a log scale.
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Graphite / multilayer graphene photodetectonIn this chapter, we introduce the 
experimental techniques used and present the related test results regarding the 
graphite/multilayer graphene (MLG) photodetectors, which are key steps before making 
CNRs photovoltaic cells in the future.
2.1 Raw Material Preparation
In this section, we will introduce the preparation of raw materials related to the 
fabrication of graphite/MLG photodetectors. Graphite selection from different vendors, 
graphite removal under reactive ion etching (RIE), and bonding of graphite film/flakes 
onto two different substrates will be discussed.
2.1.1 Graphite Selection
Since Novoselov and Geim found a method to separate one atomic graphene layer 
from graphite film1 by mechanical exfoliation, graphite has become a popular choice of 
raw material to produce graphene with excellent properties. In our work, commercially 
available highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) was used as the starting material 
from which MLG has been exfoliated and photodetectors have been fabricated.
Industry grade graphite (~1 x 1 cm2 in surface area, 2 mm thick) were purchased from 
GE and PSI Supplies Inc., both of which claimed their HOPG has a Mosaic angle <0.5° 
as well as good surface quality. After surface characterization of both samples, however, 
we found that the GE sample has a smoother surface with smaller surface roughness, as 
seen in Fig. 2.1. From the optical image of both HOPG samples’ surface, it is obvious 
that the quality of GE HOPG is much better than that of SPI HOPG. The atomic force 
microscope (AFM) image in Fig. 2.1c clearly shows the atomic-level smoothness of the 
surface of GE HOPG.
2.1.2 Graphite Etching Properties
In order to fabricate graphite/MLG nanoribbons, the process of carbon removal is 
necessary. Considering graphite/graphene to be highly anisotropic and chemically stable 
in nonoxidizing environments, a solution-based removal process is not suitable for the 
carbon etching. Therefore, we adopt here a dry etching approach, which effectively 
removes carbon material by oxidation of carbon and is capable of keeping HOPG with 
good surface smoothness,66 as shown in Fig. 2.2. The high energy O2 plasma hits the 
surface of the carbon layer and breaks the C-C bonds by O2 of the high reactive energy. 
The product of the reaction is CO2, which is vented away from the chamber.
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) and capacitively coupled plasma (CCP) are usually 
used for the RIE process. CCP is preferred here because the anisotropic etching can be 
achieved through the directional electric field. O2 ions will be driven and accelerated 
toward the surface of the HOPG sample (see Fig. 2.2).
Oxford Plasmalab 80 was used for the etching of HOPG. A radio frequency (RF) 
electromagnetic field of 13.56 MHz was preset with tunable power. We used high
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vacuum conditions with a base chamber pressure of 9 x 10"5 mBar, while the process 
pressure was set to be 5 mTorr. A 90 sccm O2  was purged into the chamber for 3 minutes 
to fill the chamber with oxygen before the plasma was initiated. Two etching powers of 
75W and 50W were tested with the DC bias range of 63~68 Volts, leading to the etching 
results shown in Fig. 2.3.
It is worth noting that the O2 plasma will not work effectively in a long-time etching 
process (for example, 4 hours etching) because of the raised temperature inside the 
etching chamber. We therefore added a cooling step (leaving the RIE machine idle for 5 
minutes) after each 20 minutes of O2 plasma etching. The tested etching rates for SPI 
HOPG in Fig. 2.3 are 12.7 nm/mln (75W) and 6.9 nm/mln (50W), respectively. The 
power of 75W was selected for all the carbon material etching in our research, and with 
this power the etch rate for GE HOPG was tested under the same condition, giving a 
similar rate of 14.76 nm/mln. All the etching parameters are summarized in Table 2.1.
2.1.3 Cleaving and Bonding of Graphite Film/Flakes 
Graphite has much stronger forces in the lateral plane than between planes so that the 
planar layer of carbon can be easily removed. This makes mechanical exfoliation an 
effective way to separate graphene/MLG from bulk HOPG. Thermal tapes from Nitto 
Denko Corporation were tested for successfully cleaving the HOPG surface as well as 
transferring the HOPG/MLG layer to a substrate. Thermal tape is preferred because it 
loses adhesion force at a relatively high temperature. We have been able to use thermal 
tape to exfoliate 20-50 |im thick HOPG films (~1 cm x 1 cm). The thin HOPG film was 
then transferred to a substrate (SlO2/Sl or glass wafer), which was subsequently placed on 
a 120 0C hot plate. We applied pressure on the tape while it was attached to the hot
18
substrate for ~30 seconds. Then, the thermal tape was removed, leaving behind the 
HOPG film bonded to the substrate. As dielectric substrates, 300-nm thick thermal SiO2 
on Si and a Corning 1737 glass wafer were tested and used for further device fabrication 
(Fig. 2.4). Van der Waals interaction is believed to play a role in the HOPG film bonding 
to substrate surface. It is found that a plasma-treated wafer has better bonding effects due 
to the possible removal of surface contaminations and the increase of dangling bonds on 
the wafer surface.
To insure the graphite surface is clean after the use of thermal tape, two main types of 
thermal tape, 3195 MS and 319Y-4LS, were tested based on surface contamination 
evaluation as well as etching resistance to O2 plasma. Fig. 2.5 shows that the 3195MS 
model of thermal tape can provide a relatively cleaner surface after the release of HOPG 
to a substrate. In addition, the remaining tape residuals can be easily cleaned by O2 
plasma treatment.
The O2 Plasma etching process is also used for the thinning of HOPG. However, a 
long-time etching will result in a rough surface, compared with the freshly cleaved 
HOPG. A simple thinning process of HOPG films (it is typically 20-50 |im thick after 
the first-time exfoliation by a thermal tape) is to repeat the cleaving process by thermal 
tapes so that thin and smooth HOPG films/MLG flakes can be made. By applying this 
method, graphene flakes of ~0.3nm thick have been achieved with a micron size.
2.2 Fabrication of MLG Photodetectors
After the HOPG films and MLG flakes were prepared, a lithographical patterning 
process was utilized to prepare graphite/MLG mesas in micron scale. These MLG mesas 
can be used to pattern CNRs (see Chapter 4 below) or to fabricate graphite/MLG flake
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based photodetectors by directly depositing metal leads on them. In this section, we will 
first discuss the patterning process for making graphite/MLG mesas and then the 
fabrication process for making graphite/MLG flake-based photodetectors.
2.2.1 Etching Stop: Si 
A clear-field glass mask was designed to transfer structure to a photoresist (PR) layer 
through optical lithography. Then, the photoresist acted as an etching mask to transfer 
patterns to the substrate underneath by using an etching process. Considering photoresists 
are mainly carbon-based materials, O2 plasma etching would remove both graphite and 
photoresists. Thus, photoresists are not suitable candidates for direct transferring of 
patterns to graphite. To overcome this problem, an etching stop layer needed to be added 
between the photoresist layer and the graphite layer for both patterning of mesas and 
further patterning of MLG nanoribbons. Aluminum was tested first but turned out not to 
be a good protective (O2 plasma etching-stop) layer for two reasons: 1) wet solution- 
based etching was necessary to remove unwanted aluminum after photoresist 
development. However, undercutting became an issue during the wet etching process, 
which led to the pattern transferring with a different dimension. 2) Aluminum was not 
bonded well with the graphite surface and usually floated off the original position after a 
wet process.
Because of the drawback of solution treatment, silicon was next chosen because it can 
be etched away by SF6 plasma.67 SF6 reagents react only with Si and have no impact on 
graphite. During the dry RIE process, the etching of Si occurs through a reaction with F 
atoms, and the overall stoichiometry of the reaction of Si with atomic F is:
Si + 4F ^  SiF4|. (2.1)
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The common recipe for the Si etching offers an etching rate of ~300 nm/min with 
Recipe 1 shown in Table 2.2. However, to eliminate the effect of O2 and to achieve 
uniform Si removal, the settings for Si dry etching were improved by using pure SF6 
instead of a mixture and a lower process pressure. A lower etch rate of 25-30 nm/min 
was realized, but the effect of etching is greatly improved. The parameters finally used in 
the Si RIE process are listed in Table 2.2 as Recipe 2.
2.2.2 Photolithography Defined HOPG Mesa
With Si performing as an etching mask, the HOPG mesa arrays have been fabricated 
with good repeatability. The patterning process is shown in Fig. 2.6. A positive 
photoresist s1813 was used, in which polymer chains can be broken by UV exposure 
(350W Hg Lamp) and dissolved in special solvent developer like AZ MIF 300. The 
specific parameters used in the PR optical lithography are shown in Table 2.3.
To transfer the patterns from photoresist to the Si layer (step 4 in Fig. 2.6), the 
PMMA should be thick enough to survive in the SF6 plasma for Si etching. In our test, 
the SF6 RIE etching rate of s1813 was ~25nm/min, which was near the same rate of Si 
etch. However, PR s1813 film is normally 2.2 |im thick after spin coating (see Table 2.3), 
and the sputtered Si film was only ~50-100 nm, which could be totally removed in SF6 
Plasma within 5 minutes.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, a 10 nm thick graphene stack should be able to absorb a 
large amount of the incident light spectrum (see Fig. 1.2). Therefore, the protective Si 
layer may not be necessary for the thin HOPG mesa production. To verify this, the etch 
rate of PR s1813 in response to the O2 plasma etching (75W) was tested and the result is 
shown in Fig. 2.7. The linear fit of the data in Fig. 2.7 indicates an etch rate of ~50
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nm/min, which is much slower than HOPG etch rate. Thus, the PR s1813 layer can 
perform as a protective layer to etch through thin HOPG film, considering the coated PR 
s1813 thickness of ~2 |im. Using the protection from Si layer, thick (~p,m thickness, see 
Fig. 2.8) HOPG/MLG mesas were achieved.
As shown in Fig. 2.8, a mesa array was successfully patterned by the long-time O2 
Plasma etching. Fig. 2.8c indicates a straight side wall of a 2.5-^m thick HOPG Mesa. It 
is worth mentioning that better edge quality was achieved when the PR layer was 
removed before the HOPG removal by O2 plasma. Thin MLG mesas were also produced 
by positive optical lithography (see Fig. 2.9) and the quality of the mesa corner is not as 
good as the Si protected mesa. Cold piranha solution (3:1 mixture of sulfuric acid and 
30% hydrogen peroxide) was used to remove the residual PR s1813 after the patterning 
of mesas. Overall, the anisotropic dry etching led to the clean edge (Fig. 2.8) and the 
undercut was minimized.66
2.2.3 Fabrication of Graphite/MLG Photodetectors 
After fabricating graphite/MLG flakes/mesas, we selected two metal leads for the 
device source/drain contacts on the two sides. As shown in Fig. 1.5, a Schottky junction 
was built with two metals (such as Au and Ti), which have higher and lower work 
functions, respectively, compared to graphene. We have used Ti for both sides of contacts 
to build a symmetrically configured device (Fig. 1.3a) and Ti on one side and Pd on the 
other side to build an asymmetrically configured device (Fig. 1.3b) for better efficiency.
An optical lift-off process was employed in our contact deposition and the process 
flow is shown in Fig. 2.10. Both positive and negative lift-off methods were used, and the
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negative lift-off process was found to give better lead edge quality. The parameters used 
for the two kinds of lift-off processes are summarized in Table 2.4.
Limited by the UV wavelength, the lift-off feature, which is confined by exposure, 
lies mainly in the micron scale. To better control the feature size with the clean edge of 
patterned metal leads, we also added an electron beam lift-off process, which has a 
similar procedure as shown in Fig. 2.10. In the e-beam lithography, a designed pattern 
from a CAD file is transferred onto an e-beam resist layer by exposing parts of the resist 
to the electron beam. Since the minimum feature size (or critical dimension) is 
proportional to the exposure light wavelength, the electron beam having a much lower 
wavelength provides a competitive source for patterning the metal leads.
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), which is a transparent polymer produced from the 
polymerization of methyl methacrylate, was applied here as the e-beam resist. Two 
different solvents, Anisole and Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK), were mixed with 350K 
(molecular weight) PMMA and 996K PMMA, respectively, to form a two-layer structure. 
Both the 350K PMMA and 996K PMMA could be broken in bond by high-energy 
electrons, while the 350K PMMA was found to be more sensitive. Thus, the substrate 
surface was coated with the 350K PMMA first, and followed by a coating of the 996K 
PMMA. Due to the different solvents used in dissolving PMMA, the two layers of 
PMMA were isolated. When an electron beam is illuminated on the two-layer PMMA, 
the bottom 350K PMMA has more bonds collapsed. Thus, a limited undercut effect 
occurs after development, which helps to break the continuity of deposited metal film and 
promote the removal of unwanted metal on PMMA in the final lift-off process (see Fig. 
2.11b).
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The processing parameters for e-beam lift-off are shown in Table 2.5. Successful e- 
beam lithography involves tuning many control parameters, which we will later discuss 
in detail in Chapter 4 for the MLG ribbons fabrications.
As shown in Fig. 2.10, a metal layer needs to be deposited on the substrate after the 
patterning of photoresist by either optical or e-beam lithography. Both the Denton 
Discovery 18 sputtering system and Denton SJ20C e-beam evaporation system in the 
Nanofab cleanroom at the University of Utah are capable of depositing a uniform metal 
film. Among the two deposition methods, e-beam evaporation offers better film quality 
and edge smoothness with lower depositing rate.
Denton sputtering is able to coat metal as well as other materials like Si, so it is also 
used for the deposition of a protective layer of Si. In the sputtering system, argon ions are 
accelerated with high kinetic energy and bombard the atoms in a solid target material (i.e., 
Tl or Si), leading to the ejection of atoms from the target material. The ejected atoms 
move toward the bottom substrate and grow layer by layer. For the metal lead deposition 
implemented in the typical lift-off process, DC input is used with a low power of ~30W 
to minimize the substrate heating caused by plasma. This is because high temperature 
will always make the resist for lift-off sticky and hard to remove. The tested deposition 
rates for Au, Ti, and Pd in this particular Denton system are 7 nm/min, 4 nm/min, and 12 
nm/min, respectively.
The electron beam source was embodied in the Denton SJ20C e-beam evaporation 
system and heated the raw metal materials in a crucible. The evaporated metal atoms 
moved upwards and arrived on the cold substrate hanging on the top of the chamber (see 
Fig 2.11a). The settled metal atoms formed a layer, which became thicker with more
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atoms attaching. Notably, the focused e-beam directed the lifted vapor phase metal more 
directionally to reach our sample substrates, which is favorable to break the continuity of 
the deposited metal film (see Fig 2.11b).
Titanium was first tested to deposit on the substrate and to form a contact with a 
MLG flake. However, we found that Ti is easily oxidized in ambient conditions, which is 
not allowed in our application. To prevent the Ti oxidation, a gold (Au) film was 
deposited right after the Ti in a high vacuum for insulating Ti film from air. For an 
asymmetric contact configuration, Au was first applied in this device for the other lead 
because of its high work function compared to graphene ($Au~5.1eV). However, Au film 
cannot be attached well to the SiO2 substrate, so Pd ($Pd~5.4eV) was later chosen to 
replace Au. In addition to this reason listed above, Pd was also chosen because of its 
good chemical bonding with graphene indicated by theoretical study.68
Since only one layer of sacrificial polymer resist (AZ nLOF 2020, see Table 2.4) was 
used, the “undercut effect” did not exist after developing. Additionally, the ejected metal 
atoms moved more randomly than the e-beam lifted metal vapor. Therefore, the sputtered 
metal film usually had very high coverage over the steps of the resist features and was 
hard to remove by dissolving the resist in the solvent. Ultrasonication can assist the lift­
off process but will remove MLG flakes by overcoming the Van der Waals force between 
MLG and SiO2 substrate. Fig. 2.12 shows the surface characterization of 3 initial 
photodetectors made by depositing ~15nm thick Ti leads on both sides of the device, 
which were covered by ~15nm Au film. Both metals were deposited in high vacuum 
conditions via sputtering and positive lift-off. The rough edge in Fig. 2.12 provides 
evidence that incomplete lift-off is brought about by the step covering of Ti/Au film.
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After the lift-off process, devices were put in a high vacuum chamber (10-5 Pa) for 
overnight annealing at 130 0C to reinforce the metal lead bonding to MLG mesas as well 
as the substrate. We noticed that the MLG flakes and micron-scale ribbons easily broke 
along their grain boundaries after annealing or laser illuminations, owing to the stress 
relaxation from Ti/Au metal leads (see Fig. 2.12d and Fig. 2.12e).
We offer three contributing factors to the phenomenon: 1) Ion-induced plastic strain 
in metal leads as well as atomic displacement69: Ar ions or possible Ti/Au ions flowing 
into the layered film caused strain. During the sputtering process, atoms moved to grain 
boundaries and led to the build-up of compressive strain. 2) Grain coalescence or heat 
absorption occurred during the annealing process.70-72 3) The similar thickness in 
nanometer scale: both Ti and Au films are ~15nm thick so that the strain was easily built 
up.73 The metal layer easily rolled up with very large curvature (see Fig. 2.12c and Fig. 
2.12f). In addition to these factors, the wrapping edge as a result of incomplete lift-off 
also promotes the initiation of film deformation.
This lead-deposition-induced strain effect provides evidence that strain can be built 
up on graphene flake, which offers a simple and effective method for making a strained 
graphene device. By constructing a bilayer metal lead on the two sides of a graphene 
flake, a “spring exerciser” forms and the compressive strain will lead to a tensile strain in 
the attached graphene (see Fig. 2.13).
For the suspending or strained graphene, a lot of interesting properties can be
39 70 74 75studied. , , , Inspired by our experimental discovery, we propose a new methodology 
to achieve suspended and/or strained graphenes, similar to the nanomechanical 
architecture of bilayer semiconductor nanomembrane devices fabricated before.76 The
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strain is caused by the stress relaxation of the bilayer of metals (or other possible 
materials, like silicon), which is tunable through the thickness engineering of the two 
metal films, lead deposition methods, thermal treatment, or even laser curing.77 Critical 
point drying should be involved to get rid of the surface tension effect during the 
sacrificial layer (i.e., PMMA or s1813) releasing. The electric performance of the 
suspending and/or strained graphene device can be directly researched over the 
source/drain contact scheme.
In the end, to eliminate the edge folding defects, we used e-beam evaporation for 
anisotropic growth of metal film and e-beam (or optical negative) lift-off processes 
instead of positive lift-off. Furthermore, a thickness mismatch was predetermined with no 
equal or similar thicknesses for the two metal layers. Fig. 2.14 shows devices fabricated 
with asymmetric metal contacts by optical negative and e-beam lift-off. Thin MLG mesas 
were directly fabricated by employing O2 RIE with the protection of PR s1813 layer (see 
Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.15a).
Color contrast on proper dielectric (i.e., SiO2/Si) substrate under an optical 
microscope is a convenient way to estimate the thickness of graphene.78, 79 As an almost
17 33 37transparent layer with high optical transmission, , , graphene is more visible in 
reflection than in transmission. The visibility in reflection is greatly enhanced by a 
certain thickness of SiO2.37 Thus, the optical difference under visible light source guides 
our experiment for thickness estimation. Fig. 2.14a shows different graphite/MLG islands 
produced from the exfoliation of HOPG, and some 1-micron wide MLG ribbons were 
made as well. Color difference in Fig. 2.14a indicates the different layer of graphite.
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Using the graphite/MLG flakes on SiO2/Si substrate, metal contacts were deposited to 
form symmetric and asymmetric device configurations. The Ti ($~4.3eV) layer on both 
sides of graphite flakes ($~4.6eV) forms an internal electric field with the opposite 
direction of electron flow (See Fig. 1.3a). The same direction of electron flow can be 
achieved by using Pd to replace one side of Ti contact (see Fig. 1.3b).
Fig. 2.14b-e show different photodetectors fabricated based on graphite/MLG flakes, 
and Fig. 2.14e indicates the different edge quality of metal leads by two different lift-off 
processes (Ti leads by positive lift-off and a Pd lead by negative one). To precisely 
control the gap distance between the two metal leads and investigate the influence of 
lead/MLG coverage, the metal leads produced by e-beam lift-off were used with smaller 
and more controllable sizes (see Fig. 2.15).
2.3 Photoresponse of Graphite/MLG Photodetectors
Several Ti/HOPG/Ti photodetectors were verified under the laser illumination 
experiment for the photocurrent detection. Even with this symmetric contact scheme, 
large photoresponse was observed. Photodetectors based on asymmetric contact schemes 
of Ti and Pd were also verified. It is shown that the electron carriers flow from the high 
work function material (Pd) to the low work function material (Ti), which is consistent 
with the photocurrent generation by the internal electrical field mechanism. This 
confirmation can be useful for future PV device fabrication too.
2.3.1 Photodetectors with Symmetric Metal Scheme (Ti-Ti)
The graphite/MLG flake (without patterning into rectangular mesas)-based devices 
were first tested for the photoresponse. A continuous-wave (CW) laser of two
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wavelengths (350 nm and 488 nm) was used together with a lock-in amplifier (Standford 
SR830) to capture the photoinduced current signal (see Fig. 2.16). The power distribution 
in a CW laser spot, typically 500 nm in diameter, basically follows the Gaussian 
distribution law. We used a simple 1D Gaussian distribution in a laser beam to determine 
the actual laser power absorbed in the active area of our devices. For a certain laser 
power, a 488 nm (2.54 eV) laser contains more incident photons than a 350 nm (3.54 eV) 
laser. In the photocurrent detection system, a pre-amplifier is also used to enlarge the 
photoinduced current signal. The chopper was set at ~300 Hz in our experiment and the 
laser spot of ~500 |im in diameter to cover the whole detection area of our device.
The graphene-based photodetectors have been reported recently.35, 38, 40, 43, 52, 57, 58, 80 
Both symmetric and asymmetric metal schemes were tested in the previous research. Our 
results confirmed that the HOPG/MLG-based photodetectors could achieve great 
photoresponse. Fig. 2.17 shows a Tl/HOPG(~50 nm thick)/Ti device with an asymmetric 
contact area, in which the thickness of Ti/Au contacts is 30-40 nm in total (this typical 
thickness of leads applies to all our devices discussed later). A chopped UV laser of 350 
nm illuminated the whole detection area of the device. Because the contact metal layer is 
very thin, the laser beam is able to partially penetrate and reach the vertical metal/HOPG 
internal electric field, where this portion of light is absorbed to generate electron flow. In 
addition, the work function difference at the metal/HOPG boundary forms a field in 
lateral direction,38, 57 which leads to the generation and drift of free electrons upon 
photoexcitation. Photocurrent generated at the two internal fields will contribute to the 
overall current signal. In the symmetric lead configuration, the electric field drives the 
electrons from the high work function material (HOPG) to the low work function
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material (Ti). For this reason, photocurrent flow from both Ti leads to the mid HOPG 
flake, and the overall current generated by the internal electric field was the difference of 
the electron flows from opposite direction.
We believe the PTE effects also played a role in the overall net photocurrent.45, 52 
HOPG/MLG flakes are usually composed of terrains with different thicknesses/heights 
(see Fig. 2.14a). Based on the PTE theory,44 hot carriers tend to diffuse from a low 
graphite terrain to a high terrain. Thus, the structural composition of a HOPG flake/mesa 
is important to the influence of PTE effects. Researchers believe that photocurrent has a 
nonlinear dependence of T1-P (P > 1), while the laser power (P) dependence is described 
as I 00 P2/(P+1), if the heat flow is regarded as a radial wave.44 This nonlinear dependence 
might be one of the reasons for the saturation of current in Fig. 2.17c.
In Fig. 2.17b, it is observed that the photocurrent was dramatically changed based on 
the on/off switching of the laser. With the increasing input laser power, the output 
photocurrent signal increased gradually. The background noise is relatively high because 
a laser chopping frequency of 300 was used, which is a multiple of household AC (60 
Hz). Thus, in the following tests, a frequency of 280 Hz was used to minimize the 
household AC signal interference.
Fig. 2.17c shows the photocurrent signal from this device as a function of laser power. 
At the high power range, the rise of photocurrent amplitude becomes smaller in response 
to growing photon intensity. A saturation of photocurrent is displayed at high laser power, 
which agrees with previous work35, 44 and may contribute to the limited thermal gradient 
at a high power range. Furthermore, the high-temperature-induced resistivity change of 
graphene/graphite, as reported before,46-49 may lead to the reduction of conductivity of
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the device and thus to limit the increase of photocurrent signal in response to the raising 
laser power.
The effective laser power in the active area of our device from our estimation and 
calculation is ~0.18 mW when laser power was set to 1.0 mW. The active area of this 
device can possibly consist of three parts: (a) the 300 nm photovoltaic-like junction 
region around the metal/graphite boundary, (b) the metal lead covered graphite interface 
(leading to the possible photons loss by the reflection of light), and (c) the exposed 
graphite flake in between Ti contacts, which can contribute to the net current by the 
drifting of hot electrons. The final estimate of the photoresponse for the Ti/HOPG/Ti 
device at 1.0 mW is ~ 0.3 mA/W (1.67 mA/W with laser power of 0.1 mW), which is 
much higher than some other reported graphene-based photodetectors at zero gate bias.38,
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2.3.2 Photodetectors with Asymmetric Metal Scheme (Ti-Pd)
Asymmetric metal contact configurations on exfoliated HOPG flakes, which create an 
asymmetric internal electric field between the source and drain contacts, can help to 
direct the photocurrent and has been used for efficient and ultrafast photodetection.35 
Thus, a simple Ti/HOPG/Pd device was built to achieve a better photocurrent signal in 
response to the photosource (see Fig. 2.18). Compared with the Ti-Ti device shown in 
Fig. 2.17, a higher photocurrent signal was achieved with less detection area. The 
asymmetric internal electric field is believed to lead to the enhancement of the 
photocurrent signal, due to the coherent electron flow direction. Moreover, a 488 nm 
wavelength laser, instead of 350 nm in the Ti/HOPG/Ti device testing, was used with
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more photons by the same laser power output, which also leads to the improved 
photocurrent response.
During this test, the blue laser with chopping frequency of 280 Hz was used to 
minimize the effect of the background signal from the household AC. 488 nm laser 
powers of 13 |iW to 1 mW were applied. In contrast to the Ti/HOPG/Ti photodetector 
shown in Fig. 2.17, the estimated effective power is 0.072 mW with the overall laser 
power of 1.0 mW, which is much lower than the effective power in the Ti/HOP/Ti device 
due to a smaller active area. However, the photocurrent signal is much higher at the same 
laser power (i.e., 1.0 mW). Under the 1.0 mW laser, a 5 times higher photoresponsivity of 
1.8 mA/W was achieved with smaller HOPG thickness, compared with the symmetric- 
lead device. If we take into account the photons per power density, the 488 nm laser used 
in this experiment contains ~40% more photons than the 350 nm laser. Then, we still get 
a much higher photoresponsivity in this asymmetric-lead device. We can attribute this 
remarkable photoresponse to the efficient asymmetric lead scheme and the short channel 
length. Based on the test shown in Fig. 2.18b, the photocurrent vs. laser power curve is 
displayed in Fig. 2.19, which also shows a near-saturation trend.
Both symmetric and asymmetric photosensors were fabricated with great 
photoresponse. Next, we built a three-terminal device with one Pd contact and two Ti 
contacts, using a HOPG flake ~50nm thick, to investigate the contribution of Ti/HOPG 
and Pd/HOPG junction to the photocurrent. This three-terminal device is shown in Fig. 
2.20a. The Pd lead was sputter-deposited by a negative lift-off process (marked as L1 in 
Fig. 2.20a), while the two Ti leads were prepared through a positive lift-off process with 
a clean edge (marked as L2 for the wide Ti channel and L3 for the narrow Ti channel in
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Fig. 2.20a). By choosing two contacts from L1, L2, and L3 as the source/drain channels, 
we obtained the photocurrent signal under a 488nm blue laser of 0.23 mW working 
power as shown in Fig. 2.20b-d.
From Fig. 2.20b-d, high photocurrent was achieved at a relatively low laser power 
(photoresponsivity as high as ~9.9 mA/W). Fig. 2.20c and Fig. 2.20d indicate that there is 
no obvious difference based on if the channel width is changed on the Ti side electrode in 
the asymmetric Ti-Pd scheme. So we conclude that the photocurrent signal is mainly 
caused by the Pd/HOPG rather than from the Ti/HOPG junction. The ON/OFF ratio of 
this device is around 300.
The Ti/HOPG/Ti configuration achieves a photocurrent of 204 nA, which is lower 
than the Ti/HOPG/Pd asymmetric device. However, considering the smaller band 
bending of HOPG at the Ti/HOPG junction as well as the symmetric internal electrical 
field, the photocurrent signal is still high. The short distance of ~200 nm between the two 
Ti leads may account for this phenomenon. Because of this small gap, some of the 
photogenerated free carriers can arrive at the leads without scattering with local defects.
To study the effects of lead/graphite contact geometry, we also prepared a device 
based on a MLG mesa by patterning a MLG flake. A 13 x 24 |im MLG mesa with ~20 
graphene layers is shown in Fig. 2.21. The optical image in Fig. 2.21a shows different 
layer thickness contained in the HOPG mesa block on SiO2/Si substrate by the color 
difference. AFM characterization in Fig. 2.21b and Fig. 2.21c confirms the MLG 
structure and size and indicates the average thickness of 8-10 nm.
Both titanium (T) and palladium (P1, P2, P3) lead were deposited through a metal 
evaporation method and modified by e-beam lithography, which helps achieve the clean
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edge. The thickness of all four leads is ~30nm. As shown in Fig. 2.22a, the 3 right Pd 
leads are 1.3, 5, and 10 microns wide from top to bottom, respectively, and the contact 
width of the Tl lead and bottom MLG mesa is 22 |im. The gap between Tl and Pd leads is 
3 |im, while the gap between adjacent Pd leads is 2 |im. The photocurrent measurement 
was conducted under a 450nm blue laser with 100 p,m spot size at the fiber outlet, and the 
laser fiber was placed ~1 mm above the sample surface to direct the laser beam onto the 
sample. This laser through the modulated fiber has a uniform distribution within the spot. 
A 450 nm wavelength laser was used in this experiment with a chop frequency of 77 Hz, 
which was used for later photocurrent tests by the preamplifier.
For the asymmetric connections, the 3 channels with different Pd lead widths were 
placed separately into the circuit for photocurrent testing. The results in Fig. 2.22b 
indicate that the photocurrents generated in the 3-leads scheme are all the same (11.7 |iA), 
and the photoresponsivity of 65 mA/W was achieved with only ~10 nm thick graphite, 
which is much higher than any of the previous photodetectors. We attribute this to the 
overheating of the device (laser power as high as 114 mW) so that the photothermo effect 
dominates. The high thermal gradient causes the drifting of hot electrons, and the same 
amount of photocurrent signal was generated through all the 3 channels.
To summarize, in this chapter, we realized the thinning of commercially available 
graphite and its bonding to two different glass substrates. Graphite films and 
graphite/MLG islands were successfully prepared. With the protection from Si Layer on 
top, optical lithography together with dry RIE was utilized for the fabrication of 
graphite/MLG mesas. Graphite/MLG-based photodetectors were fabricated and tested, 
based on graphite/MLG islands with irregular shapes and MLG mesas with a
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photolithographically defined rectangular shape. We applied a photocurrent detection 
system using laser as a light source and the resulting photoresponse from our devices 
showed noticeable enhancement compared with conventional graphene photodetectors. 
Graphite/MLG photodetectors based on symmetric and asymmetric metal schemes were 
studied and Pd-Ti showed better photoresponsivity because of the existence of an 
internal field at both lead/graphite boundaries and interfaces. We also found that short 
channel length and the limited thermal gradient at high temperatures may be responsible 
for the saturation of photocurrent at high power.
35
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Table 2.1 Parameters for O2 RIF of HOPG
Parameter Setpoint
Pumping to Base
Pressure 9 x 10-5 mBar
Oxygen Purge 90 seem (3) 3 min
Process Pressure 5 mTorr
Plasma Initiation 75W or 50W
Table 2.2 Parameters used for SF6 plasma etching
Parameter__________________Recipe 1___________  Recipe 2
Pumping to Base Pressure 9 x 10-5 mBar 9 x 10A-5 mBar
Gas Purge SF6/26sccm & O2/3.5sccm @ 3min SF6/10 sccm @ 3 min
Process Pressure 75 mTorr 15 mTorr
Plasma Initiation 50W 50W
DC Bias NA 35 V
Ftch Rate 300 nm/min 25-30 nm/min
Table 2.3 Parameters used for PR 1813 optical lithography
Parameter Setpoint
Spin Speed 2000 rpm
Spin Time 45 sec
Prebake Temperature 110 °C
Prebake Time 60 sec (silicon wafer), 90 sec (glass substrate)
Exposure Dose 75 mJ/cmA2
PR Film Thickness 2.2 pm
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Table 2.4 Parameters used for positive and negative lift-off process
(SiO2/Si substrate)
Positive Negative
Parameter Setpoint Parameter Setpoint
Pre-bake 150°C @ 5min Pre-bake 150°C @ 5min
PR L0R-10B spin coating 2000rpm @ 45sec PR AZ nLOF 2020 spin coating 3000rpm @ 40sec
L0R-10B thickness ~1 ^ AZ nLOF 2020 thickness ~2
Bake 150°C @ 5min Bake 110°C @ 1min
PR s1813 2000rpm @ 45sec UV Exposure 11 sec @ 75 mJ/cmA2
Bake 110°C @ 1min Developer AZ 300 MIF @ 45-60 sec
UV Exposure 2 I 5 s e c 7 mW/c c 2 Lift-off (AZ Kwik striper) 90°C @ >40min
Developer AZ 300 MIF @ 20-30 sec Lift-off (acetone) 90°C @ >40min
Lift-off (acetone) remove PR s1813
Lift-off (AZ 300 MIF) remove L0R-10B
Table 2.5 Parameters used for e-beam lift-off process
E-beam Lift-off
Parameter Setpoint
350K PMMA solution in anisole (0.995 g/ml)
Spin coating 500rpm @ 5sec + 3000 rpm @ 40 sec
Bake 130-140°C @10min
996K PMMA solution in MIBK (0.801 g/ml)
Spin coating 500rpm @ 5sec + 3000 rpm @ 40 sec
Bake 130-140°C @10min
E-beam exposure 400-500 |aC/cmA2 in area dose
Developer 1:3 MIBK:IPA @ 70 sec
Rinse IPA @ 20 sec




















Figure 2.1 Surface characterizations of two HOPG samples. (a) and (b) Optical image of 
GE and SPI HOPG sample surfaces, respectively. (c) 3D AFM scan of GE HOPG. The 
local RMS surface roughness is only several angstroms.
Figure 2.2 Schematic drawing of the O2 plasma etching process in a capacitive reactive 
ion etching (RIE) chamber.
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Figure 2.3 O2 Plasma etching of SPI HOPG at two different powers, all other parameters 
held constant.
Figure 2.4 Optical images of HOPG films bonded on (a) glass wafer and (b) SiO2/Si.
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Figure 2.5 Optical images of HOPG surface after being released from thermal tape (a) 
3195MS and (b) 319Y-4LS, respectively. (b) and (d) resulting surface with 20 minutes 
O2 plasma etching of (a) and (c), respectively.
Figure 2.6 HOPG patterning flow. Left: schematic process flow of HOPG patterning. 
Right: schematic 3D view of a patterned HOPG mesas array on SiO2/Si substrate.
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Figure 2.7 Etching test of PR s1813 under O2 RIE at 75W.
Figure 2.8 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of patterned HOPG mesas. (a) 
20 x 30 ^m mesa array, (b) close-up image of a HOPG block with clean edge, and (c) tilt 
of 30° to estimate the thickness of HOPG mesa.
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Figure 2.9 Optical and SFM images of patterned MLG mesas (~ 15 pm x 25 pm). (a)-(c) 
Optical images of mesas with thickness in a range of 5-30 nm; (d) and (f) SFM images of 
mesas shown in (a) and (b), respectively. Residual of masking PR s1813 was left after the 
O2 RIF process to pattern MLG mesas.
Figure 2.10 Schematic process flow of a positive lift-off of a metal lead.
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Figure 2.11 Schematic drawing of the e-beam evaporation system as well as the e-beam 
lift-off process. (a) Metal evaporation system view. A high power of 6.5 kV is used to 
elevate electrons for metal source heating. (b) A typical flow chart for the e-beam lift-off 
process. The final lift-off step is neglected here. The benefit of the two-layer structure is 
shown in step 4, which indicates the break in continuity of the metal film.
Figure 2.12 Optical and SEM characterization of graphite/MLG island photodetectors. 
15nm/15nm Ti/Au metal leads were deposited on the two sides of MLG island. The 
thicknesses of MLG islands are typically among 5nm-10nm. (a) and (d), (b) and (e) 
optical and SEM images for the two devices. The dark dot boxes in (a) and (b) confine 
the areas of images shown in (d) and (e), respectively. Crack and wrap occurred after 
overnight anneal. (c) and (f) SEM images of another strained graphene device, which 
contains rolled-up Ti/Au film.
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Figure 2.13 Schematic exhibition of a strained graphene device. (a) 3D drawing of a 
metal/graphene/metal sandwich structure. (b) and (c) Schematic cross-section view of a 
proposed suspending and strained graphene fabrication process. d shows the x-direction 
displacement of graphene flake. The bllayer of metals can be used to sandwich the 
graphene in (a) or load on graphene all together in (b) and (c).
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Figure 2.14 Surface characterization images of graphite/MLG flakes together with some 
typical photodetectors. (a) Optical images of MLG flakes and ribbons on SiO2/Si 
substrate after mechanical exfoliation from HOPG. (b) and (c) Optical images of 
symmetric (Ti-graphite-Ti) and asymmetric (Ti-graphite-Pd) photodetectors. (d) and (e) 
SEM images of photodetectors with two different metal schemes. (c) and (e) show the 3- 
terminal connection for the same device. All the leads are covered with a protective Au 
layer.
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Figure 2.15 A RIF defined HOPG rectangular block together and e-beam lead deposition 
by lift-off. (a) The surface characterization of the RIF tailored HOPG mesa by AFM, and 
the thickness shows 30nm indicating ~100 graphene layers stacking. Inset shows a SFM 
Image of the HOPG mesa. (b) SFM image of a Ti/HOPG/Pd device with the lead 
deposition by e-beam lift-off. The widths of Ti leads on the left are 10pm, 5pm, and 
1.3 pm (from top to bottom), respectively.
Figure 2.16 Schematic illustration of a photocurrent detection system.
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Figure 2.17 Surface characterization and photoresponse test of a Ti/HOPG/Ti device. (a) 
SEM image of the Ti/HOPG/Ti device. (b) Photocurrent as a function of time. (c) 
Photocurrent signal with error bar in response to the laser power.
Figure 2.18 An asymmetric Ti/HOPG/Pd photodetector. (a) Device SEM image. The 
Ti/Au and Pd/Au leads gap is ~300nm wide at the closest. Inset shows the optical image 
of the HOPG flake (~35nm thick in average) before the lead deposition. (b) Photocurrent 
in response of testing time duration.
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Figure 2.19 Photocurrent as a function of laser power input.
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Figure 2.20 Three-terminal device and photocurrent test. (a) SEM image of the three- 
terminal device, which is composed of 2 Ti- and 1 Pd- leads (30nm thick in overall with 
covered Au). The gaps between Ti and Pd leads are 10 |im between L1 and L2 and 7 |im 
between L1 and L3. The red dotted frame confines the HOPG flake on top of the SiO2/Si 
substrate. (b), (c), and (d) Photocurrent vs. time for L2/L3, L1/L2, and L1/L3, 
respectively.
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Figure 2.21 Surface characterization of a 13x24 |im HOPG block. (a) Optical image of 
the HOPG block. (b) AFM scan of the part of the HOPG block. (c) Depth profile along 
the sectional white line shown in (b).
Figure 2.22 A four-terminal device with photocurrent measurement. (a) SEM image of 
the photodetector with 1 Ti lead and 3 Pd leads. (b) Photocurrent vs. time curve under 
450nm laser at 114 mW.
CHAPTER 3
TUNABLE PHOTORESPONSE OF EPITAXIAL 
GRAPHENE ON SIC
Despite our initial success of acquiring a strong photocurrent signal from 
graphite/MLG devices as discussed in Chapter 2, the use of exfoliated HOPG samples 
has several limitations. First, the graphite/MLG flakes and mesas usually contain carbon 
layers of different thicknesses, and the influence of the thickness (number of layers) of 
graphene to the photoinduced current remains unclear. Second, the PTE effects are 
related to interface junctions between two adjacent graphene terrains44 and the complex 
graphene topography contained in a graphite/MLG flake or mesa will lead to intricate 
effects that affect the device photoresponse. Third, the spot size of the laser is too big, 
covering the whole device area so that we cannot separate signal contribution from 
different lead/graphene junctions or device regions. Therefore, large-area EG based 
devices with uniform graphene layers are chosen for further study. The semi-insulating 
and thermal conducting SlC substrate will help conduct excessive heat from EG to 
minimize the photocurrent contribution from hot carriers by the thermal gradient.
In this chapter, we report photoresponse measurements from two comparable 
epitaxial graphene (EG) devices of different thicknesses (2-layer vs. ~10-layer EG) made 
on SlC substrates.81 An asymmetric metal contact scheme was used in a planar
configuration to form a Ti/FG/Pd junction. By moving the laser illumination across the 
junction, we observed an increased photocurrent signal resulting from local enhancement 
of the electric field near the metal/FG contact. A maximum photoresponsivity of 1.11 
mA/W without bias was achieved at the Pd/FG contact in the 10-layer FG device. 
Photocurrent was also observed under AM 1.5 illumination. Our experiments 
demonstrate the high tunability of this FG  photodetector by varying FG  thickness, metal 
leads, channel length, and/or illumination area. The fast extraction of photogenerated 
carriers was also verified through the chopped laser experiment on both FG and SiC 
devices.
3.1 Characterization of EG
As mentioned in Chapter 1, we obtained FG  samples made on carbon face 4-H SiC 
with different layers of thickness, which were fabricated by our collaborators at the 
Institute of Physics (IOP), Chinese Academy of Science. Before employing the IOP FG 
samples, we also bought two FG samples from Graphene Works Inc. (Here we call them 
GW samples) to see which one has the best quality of FG  for our device build-up. The 
GW FG  samples were grown on the carbon face on the 4-H SiC substrate as well. The 
surface characterization of two kinds of FG samples provided the evidence that the FG 
samples from IOP give better surface quality in smoothness.
Two types of GW FG samples were purchased based on the different thickness of FG 
(2-layer and 30-layer), which was confirmed by the ellipsometry measuremnt. From Fig.
3.1, we can clearly see that the surface of 30-layer FG contains many hole defects, of 
which the depth is ~15nm. The 2-layer FG  sample was also studied by SFM as well as
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AFM (see Fig. 3.2). The surface quality is better than the 30-layer EG, and the layered 
structure was revealed by the color contract in Fig. 3.2a.
By using the same method for surface study, two IOP EG samples of 2-layer and -10- 
layer were also investigated using SEM and AFM. As shown in Fig. 3.3a, 4 EG on SlC 
samples with the area of 2 mm x 10 mm were placed on a glass wafer. Fig. 3.3c shows 
the smooth surface under SEM. A typical AFM scan of a 10-layer EG film is also shown 
(Fig. 3.3b), which has a local roughness of -0.3 nm within a 500nm domain (Fig. 3.3d). 
The two film thicknesses were verified by Raman spectra as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Compared with the GW samples, IOP samples have better surface quality as well as a 
relatively larger average domain size. Thus, the density of EG boundaries in IOP samples 
is smaller than that of the GW samples. The existence of grain boundaries in EG is 
known to affect the carrier mobility,82 yielding lower device quantum efficiency. Thus, 
we pick IOP samples for the fabrication of our photodetectors. We note that in spite of 
the effect of grain boundaries, the overall photocurrent in our device was dominated by 
its large active area.
3.2 Epitaxial Graphene-Based Photodetectors
We used the IOP EG samples of 2-layer and 10-layer graphene to fabricate the large- 
scale photodetection devices by deposition of Ti and Pd metal contacts. This asymmetric 
metal scheme was applied to research the influence from different metals to the 
photoresponse. In addition, the thickness dependence and the laser position dependence 
were studied as well. The efficiency of carrier extraction from EG was compared with the 
related performance from the semiconductor SlC without EG through a chopped laser 
system.
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3.2.1 EG Photodetector Fabrication and 
Measurement Preparation 
Large-scale photodetectors were fabricated without involving any microscale 
fabrication technology. Fig. 3.5 shows the optical images and the schematic drawing of 
the device configuration. Two metal electrodes (2 x 3.8 mm) were directly deposited onto 
a continuous EG film with a 2.4 mm wide separation. A metal shadow mask was used to 
directly pattern electrodes in a Denton SJ20C electron beam evaporation system. 5 nm 
thick Ti and Pd were deposited on two ends and subsequently covered by a protective 20 
nm thick Au layer to prevent oxidation.
Photocurrent for both 2- and 10-layer EG devices was measured at ambient 
conditions. A 450-nm continuous wave laser system with adjustable power output and a 
visible light source from an AM 1.5 solar simulator were used as illumination sources. 
The energy of the laser (2.75 eV, blue) was chosen to be below the band gap of the 4H 
SiC substrate (3.23 eV) to minimize the substrate contribution. The laser beam was 
directed onto the sample surface with a 100 |im diameter optical fiber while photocurrent 
measurement was performed by a Keithley 2420 I-V unit. As a control experiment, we 
also made a benchmark device by depositing metal contacts directly onto SiC substrate 
without EG; no significant photoresponse signal is detected from such device (see Fig. 
3.6). It is shown in Fig. 3.6b that the blue laser illumination on the SiC detector induces 
many fewer electrons than on the EG device. Thus, the contribution of photocurrent from 
the bottom SiC substrate can be neglected for this laser system.
Because the contact metal layer is very thin, the laser beam is able to penetrate and 
reach the EG film, which adsorbs the most lights. The work function difference at the
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metal/EG interface forms an internal electric field, which leads to the generation and drift 
of free electrons upon photoexcitation. The electric field drives the electrons from the 
high work function material to the low work function material. It is observed that when 
the laser or light is illuminated on either the Ti or Pd side, photoelectrons always flow 
from the metal lead to the EG. This indicates that EG has a work function lower than both 
Ti (0~4.3eV) and Pd (0~5.4eV) in the range of ~4.0 eV (see Fig. 3.7).
3.2.2 EG Photodetector: Position Dependence 
To investigate the location dependence of photocurrent generation, a laser was 
scanned from the Ti side to the Pd side along the 2- and 10-layer EG devices. As shown 
in Fig. 3.8, the photocurrent signal is very strong when the laser illuminates directly on 
the metal contact. When the laser illuminates on the pure EG surface in between the two 
contacts, there is no electric field driving the photocurrent flow, and the signal is 
negligible. It is interesting to see that when the laser illuminates at or near both the Ti/EG 
and Pd/EG contact boundaries, there is a local signal enhancement (a peak in the 
photocurrent curve). This can be explained by the local electrical field enhancement at 
the metal/EG boundary: in addition to the vertical field across the planar metal/EG 
interface, there exists also a lateral field across the line boundary.43 Overall, the thicker 
EG generates more photocurrent because of its higher light absorption compared to the 
thin EG.
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3.2.3 FG Photodetector: Power and Layer 
Thickness Dependence 
To investigate the relationship between the photogenerated current and light intensity, 
the I-V curves under different laser power illuminations were measured. A bias voltage in 
the range of +/- 1 mV was applied between the source and drain contacts. Fig. 3.9 shows 
the typical I-V curves of the thin 2-layer FG device illuminated by five different laser 
powers (0, 89, 201, 293, and 374 mW) on the side of Pd electrode. The linear I-V curve 
shifts upward with the increasing incident light intensity. The interceptions on the y-axis, 
i.e., the zero-bias photocurrents, illustrate that the amount of charge carrier generated by 
the laser illumination increases monotonically with the increasing laser power.
To quantify the relationship between the photogenerated current and light intensity, in 
Fig. 3.10 we plot the photocurrent, as extracted from Fig. 3.9, as a function of laser power. 
We see that the photocurrent generated at the Pd/FG junction with light illumination at 
both thin and thick FG samples (see Fig. 3.10) increases linearly with the laser power up 
to the highest laser power used. A linear fitting to the photocurrent data in Fig. 3.10 gives 
a constant photoresponsivity of FG  on SiC over a wide range of laser power. The 
maximum photoresponsivities without bias measured on the side of the the Pd/FG 
junction for the thick and thin FG  devices are 1.11 and 0.88 mA/W, respectively.
The linear photoresponse to the laser power observed in our FG devices is quite 
different from the behavior of photoresponse measured from the devices made from the 
micron-size graphene flakes, whose photocurrent displays a saturation when the incident 
laser power is too high35 (see Fig. 2.15). We attribute this distinct advantage of our FG 
devices having a wide range of liner photoresponse without saturation to their long
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channel length. The eliminated thermal effects, which are led by the thermally conducting 
substrate and possible long device channel, might have also helped to achieve the linear 
I-P behavior. Furthermore, our thick 10-layer device generates higher photocurrent than 
the thin 2-layer device, affording the opportunity to tune the device performance by 
varying the EG layer thickness in addition to varying device size (channel length and 
illumination area).
3.2.4 EG Photodetector: Lead/EG Junction Dependence 
To reveal the effect of the different lead/EG junctions (Ti/EG and Pd/EG), 
photocurrent collected on the thin EG device at both the Ti and Pd leads is displaced in 
Fig. 3.11, as a function of laser power. The linear relationship of photocurrent vs. power 
curve is found at both the Tl and Pd lead junction. Also, a larger photocurrent is 
generated at the side of the Pd/EG junction than at the side of the Ti/EG junction, as 
shown in Fig. 3.11. We think this is caused by the larger work function difference 
between Pd and EG than that between the Ti and EG difference, which leads to a larger 
internal field at the Pd/EG junction (or larger band bending of EG as shown in Fig. 3.7).
The photoresponsivity at 0V bias measured on the thin EG device for the Ti/EG 
junctions is 0.12 mA/W, much lower than the photoresponsivity from the Pd/EG junction 
(0.88 mA/W). Furthermore, the linear I-P relationship was also observed, which means 
that the internal electric field at metal/EG junctions is dominating the generation and drift 
of electrons while the PTE effects were limited.
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3.2.5 EG Photodetector: Photoinduced Conductivity Change 
Illuminating on the Pd/EG junction, we also performed experiments using a much 
larger range of bias voltage up to 100 mV to measure the photoconductivity of the EG 
devices. Fig. 3.12a shows the results obtained from the thin EG sample. With or without 
light illumination, the device I-V curves shows different characteristics, indicating a 
slight change of the photoinduced conductivity from 0.187 to 0.192 Q '1. Fig. 3.12b shows 
the I-V curve with the laser on and off from the thick EG sample, which indicates the 
photoinduced conductivity change from 0.160 to 0.150 Q-1.
Fig. 3.13 shows the photoresponsivity as a function of bias voltage. The 
photoresponsivity increases initially linearly with the bias and then saturates, in 
agreement with the previous measurement. A maximum photoresponsivity of ~4.5 mA/W 
was achieved at ~0.7 V bias.
3.2.6 EG Photodetector: Sunlight Detection 
The large photoresponsivity of our large-area EG devices of ~1mA/W indicates that a 
detectable signal should be obtained from the ambient light illumination without using a 
laser source. To confirm this, we used a solar simulator with AM 1.5 visible light and a 
power density of ~100 mW/cm2, which was much smaller than the laser source (190,000 
mW/cm2 for 0.5mm spot size at maximum laser power). Fig. 3.14a shows the test result, 
which confirms the observable photoresponse to the AM 1.5 light. The zero-bias 
photoresponsivity is 4.08 mA/W at the active absorption area (2 x 3.8 mm) of the Pd/EG 
junction, which is significantly higher compared with our laser test at zero bias. We 
believe this is mainly because photons of a wide range of wavelengths, instead of a single 
wavelength, are adsorbed. Also, a larger photocurrent signal is observed on the Pd/EG
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junction than the Ti/EG junction, in agreement with the laser testing results. Furthermore, 
to see whether the SiC substrate affects our AM 1.5 measurement on the EG device, we 
put our Ti/SiC/Pd device under AM 1.5 solar simulator as well for testing. The result 
shown in Fig. 3.14b indicates a very small photocurrent of ~65nA, which is several 
orders of magnitude smaller than the signal obtained in EG device (see Fig. 3.14a). The 
observable photocurrent in the SiC device is possibly due to the alloying between the 
metal (Pd) and the SiC at their interface to increase light absorption. Also, there can be 
some limited light adsorption above this SiC band gap (3.23 eV).
3.2.7 Carrier Mobility: SiC vs. EG 
SiC and EG devices were built together with the same lead geometry and thickness 
(see Fig. 3.6a), so their photonic performances could be compared as seen in Fig. 3.6b. 
Here we report the photoinduced carriers shifting on the Ti/SiC/Pd device, captured by a 
source measurement unit with a chopped laser of tunable frequency. We can clearly see 
from Fig. 3.15 that more photocurrent was generated at the Pd/SiC junction rather than 
the Ti/SiC junction, which agrees with the result shown in Fig. 3.14a. In addition, the I-V 
curve fluctuates at a large range when the frequency of the chopped laser is low. That 
means the photogenerated carriers do not respond quickly enough in accordance with the 
low on/off ratio observed. Because the carriers arrive at the lead for extraction mix with 
background noise, the Keithley meter cannot collect the right current signal, separating 
the photocurrent from noise. When the frequency of chopping is higher (e.g., 187 Hz, in 
Fig. 3.15), the I-V curve looks more linear with less fluctuation.
For comparison, the Ti/EG/Pd device was also employed for testing under a laser 
frequency of 77Hz with a laser power of 201 mW. Fig. 3.16 indicates that the chopped
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laser signal has no impact on the data collection by the Keithley meter, which proves that 
FG  has high carrier mobility. Thus, the extraction of photogenerated carriers is fast 
enough to be recorded.
In conclusion, we report on a very simple and direct methodology to fabricate FG 
photodetectors in an asymmetric metal contact configuration. Photocurrent was first 
observed by using a continuous-wave blue laser. The dependence of photocurrent on the 
laser-spot position was measured, with the increased photocurrent signal observed near 
the metal/FG contact resulting from local enhancement of the electric field. A maximum 
photoresponsivity of 1.11 mA/W without bias was achieved at the Pd/FG contact in the 
10-layer FG  device. Photocurrent was also observed under an AM 1.5 illumination using 
a solar simulator, indicating potential practical application of the FG for photodetecting 
devices. In the end, faster extraction of photoinduced carriers was demonstrated in FG 
devices compared to a SiC detector.
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Figure 3.1 Surface characterization of 30-layer GW EG sample. (a) and (b) SEM image 
of EG surface with detects. (c) AFM scan of a 3^m x 3^m domain on EG surface. (d) 
Depth profile along the dotted line shown in (c).
Figure 3.2 Surface characterization of 2-layer GW EG sample. (a) and (b) SEM image of 
EG surface with detects. (c) AFM scan of a 3^m x 3^m domain on EG surface. (d) Depth 
profile along the dotted line shown in (c).
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Figure 3.3 Quality analysis of EG samples from IOP. (a) Image of 4 EG samples. (b) 
AFM scan of 10-layer (thick) EG surface with a ~3x3^m domain. (c) SEM image of 
thick EG surface. (d) Roughness analysis of the dotted box confined surface area in (b), 
which gives a statistic roughness of ~0.26nm.
Figure 3.4 Raman spectra of thin (~2-layer) and thick (~10-layer) EG films to analyze the 
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Figure 3.5 (a) Optical image of the FG  based device with Ti and Pd contacts, covered 
with Au. (b) Schematics of the device with asymmetric Ti and Pd lead contacts. A 
Keithley meter was used for I-V characterization.
Power (niYV)
Figure 3.6(a) Thick, thin and SiC device fabricated with same dimensions and placed 
parallel on glass substrate for test. Silver paste was used for the connection between 
copper wires and electrodes; (b) Photocurrent of SiC and thin FG device from the Ti/FG 
junction as a function of laser power.
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Figure 3.7 Energy band diagram showing the internal electrical field at the metal/EG 
contacts. Upper panel: Bands of isolated metal leads and EG. Lower panel: Bands of 
contacted metal leads and EG in thermal equilibrium.
P osition
Figure 3.8 Photocurrent (arbitrary unit) of the thin and thick Ti/EG/Pd devices in 
response to laser illumination at different locations.
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Figure 3.9 I-V curves of thick EG device under different laser illumination power. Laser 
spot was located on the Pd/EG junction.
Figure 3.10 Photocurrent measured as a function of laser power at the Pd/EG junction 
from both the thin and thick EG devices.
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Figure 3.11 Photocurrent measured from the thin EG device at the Pd/EG vs. Ti/EG 
junction.
Figure 3.12 Current (I) as a function of source-drain bias (V) with and without light 




Figure 3.13 Measured external photoresponsivity (PR) as a function of the bias voltage.
Bias (mV) Bias (mV)
Figure 3.14 AM 1.5 characterizations. (a) I-V curves of thick EG device under AM 1.5 
illumination. The down triangle and up triangle represent the light irradiated on the Pd 
lead and Ti lead, respectively, while the circle data show the I-V characteristics in the 
Dark environment; (b) SiC device test under +/- 1mV bias with or without light 
illumination.
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Figure 3.15 I-V characteristics of Ti/SiC/Pd device under chopped laser illumination with 
37 Hz, 77 Hz, and 187 Hz, (a) near Pd lead; (b) near Tl lead.
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Figure 3.16 Photoresponse of the Ti/EG/Pd device under the blue laser of 450nm with a 
chopped frequency of 77Hz. (a) I-V curve at Pd/EG junction for the thin EG device. (b) I­
V curve at Ti/EG junction for the thick EG device.
CHAPTER 4
PHOTORESPONSE IN CNR-BASED DEVICES
When the 2D graphene is cut into 1D gaphene nanoribbons (GNRs), which form 
confined quantum states, a gap is opened with the size inversely proportional to the width
61 62 83 62of the GNR. , , GNRs have been successfully synthesized by chemical derivation, 
unzipping of carbon nanotubes,84 scanning tunneling microscope (STM) lithography,85 
nanoimprinting lithography,86 and controlled growth on SiC.87 These methods have the 
drawbacks of rough edges, slow processing, or a limited patterning area. Thus, there is 
increasingly a need to utilize some existing techniques for fabricating large-scale and 
small-width GNRs or more generally CNRs consisting of multiple layers of GNRs.
In this chapter, we present the experimental details to achieve fabricating CNRs as 
well as the results of photoresponse measurement of CNR-based photodetectors. This is 
one of the milestones that has to be achieved before realizing our future CNR 
photovoltaic cells. Two state-of-the-art techniques, e-beam lithography (EBL) and 
focused ion beam (FIB), were utilized for the fabrication of CNRs. The CNR-based 
devices, consisting of multilayer graphene ribbons in the width range of ~300nm down to 
20nm, were tested for photoinduced current. Compared with graphite/MLG-based 
photodetectors, these CNRs based devices are seen to produce larger photocurrent due to 
the improved photoresponsivity.
4.1 CNR Fabrication by EBL
In this section, we describe the fabrication of EBL-defined CNRs, which begins with 
the graphite films as well as the optical lithographically defined graphite mesa on SiO2/Si 
substrate. The tuning of e-beam parameters can lead to different results in ribbon cutting. 
By optimizing the parameters, we have succeeded to make CNRs down to ~35 nm.
4.1.1 Approach for CNRs Fabrication 
Taking advantage of the capability of the e-beam lithography equipment at the 
University of Utah, we have two different approaches to pattern the GNRs: positive 
lithography and negative lithography. Correspondingly, two positive and negative 
photoresists or e-beam resists need to be used for the two different methods. Typically, 
PMMA, ZEP520 (1:1 co-polymer a-chloromethacrylate, a-methylstyrene) or SML can be 
used for the positive process with high resolution, while the NEB-31A is usually used for 
the negative process. The working principles of the EBL photoresist process are 
introduced in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3. It is interesting to mention that the exposed area 
of negative resist film by the e-beam will become insoluble to the developer (see Fig. 4.1, 
step 3 for the positive development for contrast), while the unexposed part will be 
dissolved in certain solvents. This is directly contrary to the positive EBL process using 
PMMA.
Fig. 4.1 shows a typical positive EBL process flow for our CNR fabrication. A 
negative EBL process would differ from step 3 to step 6 in Fig 4.1. Using positive or 
negative EBL, CNRs are formed beneath the undissolved photoresist after developing 
and anisotropic plasma etching. In the negative EBL process, one can directly control the 
ribbon width by controlling the e-beam spot size (or beam current) while in positive EBL,
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CNRs are generated by the squeezing of two parallel e-beam scans (see Fig. 4.2 below). 
Comparing the two methods, positive EBL can always give a narrower ribbon because 
the ribbon size is controlled by the distance of two parallel e-beam scanning patterns (see 
Fig. 4.2). Thus, we chose positive EBL for the patterning of CNRs.
Fig. 4.2 describes the two different modes (positive and negative) to generate CNRs. 
The EBL functions can be realized in the e-beam machine, which is built directly inside 
the SEM machine. The resolution of an e-beam machine is mainly defined by the e-beam 
size, which is controlled by the beam current and acceleration voltage. A state-of-the-art 
e-beam lithography system such as the JEOL JBX-6300FS in the Center for Integrated 
Nanotechnologies in the Sandia National Lab, whose max acceleration is 100kV, can 
process a minimum beam spot of ~3 nm. With a normal e-beam lithography SEM, such 
as the FEI NovaNano in the University of Utah Dixon Laser Institute, which is the only 
accessible EBL machine on the campus, its maximum acceleration voltage for electrons 
is 30kV. Thus, a minimum spot of ~30 nm can be achieved while PMMA was used for 
the positive EBL processing of CNRs to obtain <50-nm ribbons.
The production of CNRs began with a graphitic mesa covered with a Si layer and the 
HOPG ribbons were finally achieved by O2 RIE (see step 5 in Fig. 2.6). Like Photoresist 
s1813 for the optical lithography, e-beam resists are also reactive under O2 plasma. Thus, 
a protective Si layer is also needed in e-beam lithography to prevent affecting the 
graphite structure underneath.
Based on our test, the etching rate of 950K PMMA (from Micro Chem Inc.) under 
SF6 RIE is ~22 nm/min, which is close to the etch rate of PR s1813 and Si. As the silicon 
layer is much thinner than the spin coated PMMA film, PMMA serves as a masking layer
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for Si. The patterned PMMA nanofeatures can then be transferred to the bottom Si film, 
and subsequently transferred to the HOPG/MLG film by anisotropic O2 plasma etching. 
The etch rate of PMMA under O2 plasma was studied, as shown in Fig. 4.3.
4.1.2 Parameters of EBL for CNR Cutting 
The use of PMMA is one of the key steps in EBL and the parameters are listed below 
in Table 4.1. After the spin coating of PMMA, our sample was attached to a metal holder 
by a carbon tape to build a good electric connection with the ground. The purpose of this 
is to export redundant electrons remaining on the sample surface. These unwanted 
electrons may cause unsteadiness in the image and negatively affect the stability of our e- 
beam spot that hits the PMMA surface. Samples were placed horizontally, normal to the 
beam direction, and lifted to a certain distance from the electron gun. For the SEM in the 
Dixon Laser Institute, we put the sample at the optimal distance of 5 mm from e-gun. 
The SEM chamber was then pumped down to achieve high vacuum.
Prior to activating the e-beam, the SEM machine was set to 30 kV and a spot size of 
1.0 (machine parameter with no units) in the lowest beam current range. The machine’s 
highest possible acceleration voltage (30 kV) and lowest possible beam current provided 
the best beam resolution. We tested the beam under different acceleration voltages and 
discovered that the bond of PMMA does not break at or below 15 kV. A 20 kV beam is 
capable of exposing PMMA, but higher voltage always gives a smaller beam size. The 
actual beam current was measured by a Faraday Cup placed in the chamber. For FEI 
NovaNano SEM, the e-beam current was typically ~19 pA for a spot size of 1.
To get the smallest ribbon size, it was necessary to tune and optimize the e-beam to 
have the smallest spot size. This was mainly affected by two parameters in SEM: focus
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and stigmation. Focusing on the sample surface can lead to a clear image based on 
electron scanning, and good focusing means the focal point of electron flow is located 
right on the surface of the detection area of samples. Generally, we obtain a good focus 
by tuning the electron beam on a testing area of the sample surface. By doing so, we 
avoid exposing the PMMA on the nearby patterning area. After obtaining a good e-beam 
focus on the testing area, we can easily maintain the same focus when the beam spot 
moves to the patterning area.
Stigmation controls the shape of the electron beam. The x and y axis of stigmation 
modulation changes the shape of the e-beam spot in the relevant direction. The ideal 
shape for an e-beam spot is round. This optimal shape confines electrons to the smallest 
area and offers the lowest spot width in both the x and y directions. In this experiment, 
the adjustment of stigmation was performed by tuning the image of the gold 
nanoparticles (see Fig. 4.4a) and subsequently tuning the beam to obtain the smallest spot 
on PMMA (see Fig. 4.4b).
In Fig. 4.4b, round spots in white are PMMA with bonds broken by e-beam exposure. 
Gray areas represent the unexposed PMMA. The Ti/Au lead below the PMMA layer acts 
as a high-contrast substrate so that the e-beam spot can be more clearly observed. The 
optimal e-beam spot of ~35nm is very close to the limit of the SEM machine. Moreover, 
the tuning of the e-beam spot mark on PMMA can be used as another way to obtain a 
good focus on the testing area.
The EBL pattern is predesigned using AutoCAD software (DesignExpress) to form a 
vector file in which a dashed and closed structure means filling inside with e-beam spots. 
A solid line represents the trace for e-beam writing (see Fig. 4.5). We applied the
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methodology shown in Fig. 4.5a and used two parallel dashed rectangles to confine a 
ribbon in between. Fig. 4.5 is a schematic demonstrating how CNRs are produced using 
PMMA (positive EBL).
After tuning the e-beam, we ran a program called NPGS (Nanometer Pattern 
Generation System), which allows the e-beam machine to read the designed EBL pattern. 
In the NPGS software, several key parameters for EBL writing, including dose, beam 
center-to-center distance, beam line spacing, and pattern coordinates, were set before 
patterning/writing. Dose is the most important parameter. We tested 2 line doses: 0.05 
nC/cm and 0.08 nC/cm, of which 0.05 nc/cm is slightly better based on our testing (see 
Fig. 4.6).
Center-to-center distance is usually set to be around half of the spot size, while line 
spacing should be slightly less than the e-beam spot size. These two parameters changed 
in every experiment according to the real spot size we tuned (see Fig. 4.4b) before EBL 
patterning. To precisely control the position of e-beam patterning, we put down 
alignment marks (Ti/Au leads) before the PMMA spin coating in order to use pattern 
coordinates in NPGS to load our EBL design to PA to start e-beam writing.
After the development shown in step 3 in Fig. 4.1, RIE was used to remove Si as well 
as unprotected graphite. The etching parameters are shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. 
For the 50 nm thick Si protective layer, 2 minutes SF6 etching is needed. The depth of 
HOPG etching is determined by the duration of exposure to O2 plasma.
4.1.3 Characterization of EBL Defined CNRs
EBL defined CNRs were first achieved with widths of several hundreds of 
nanometers. Characterization was performed using SEM (see Fig. 4.7). The shifting of
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the HOPG mesa in Fig. 4.7a may be caused by the spin coating process. The shear stress 
caused by spinning can lead to the drifting of the HOPG mesa because the interlayer 
interaction in a thick HOPG mesa (thick HOPG mesas drifted into two thinner mesas) is 
very weak. 200 nm wide ribbons were produced by the first attempt at FBL and the rough 
edges of the ribbons are shown in Fig. 4.7b. We found two reasons which may contribute 
to this: 1) the recipe we used for protective Si layer etching (see recipe 1 in Table 2.2) not 
only etched away the 100 nm thick Si layer but also partially etched the FBL patterned 
PMMA ribbons on top of the Si layer; 2) PMMA was not removed before the O2 plasma 
etching of HOPG (step 4 in Fig. 4.1). Like PR s1813 used in optical lithography, we 
removed the photoresist to obtain a HOPG mesa with a clean edge with O2 RIF. Thus, to 
reduce the edge roughness, we used a new recipe of SF6 plasma shown in Table 2.2 and 
kept samples in acetone liquid for 1 hour before HOPG etching.
Through the adjustment of the parameters controlling the ribbon width in FBL, we 
fabricated CNRs with different sizes (see Fig. 4.8). The widths of CNRs achieved were as 
low as ~35nm while maintaining the length of ribbons in 20-40 pm. The aspect ratio of 
CNRs increases as we continued to narrow the CNRs.
In Fig. 4.8, all these CNRs were directly written on thick HOPG mesas; however, 
they were not etched through. So the CNRs were still electrically conductive via the 
HOPG substrate. Thus, we then implemented FBL on thin graphite/MLG mesas (see Fig. 
2.21a and Fig. 4.9) to etch through the graphite/MLG and expose the SiO2/Si substrate. 
After that, all the CNRs were isolated and disconnected electrically for further device 
fabrication and related testing. Fig. 4.9 shows the optical images of thin HOPG mesas 
covered with a 50 nm thick Si protective layer as well as the FBL patterned ribbons. The
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thickness of HOPG is thinned down ranging from 80-30 nm so that a short O2 plasma 
etching was enough to expose the bottom SiO2/Si substrate between CNRs (see Fig. 4.9c).
SEM characterization in Fig. 4.10 further confirms the successful etching of CNRs. 
Graphite particles were left in between CNRs when the O2  Plasma etching was not long 
enough to remove them. A further etching of carbon was completed while Si was still 
covering CNRs, which exposed the SiO2 substrate (see Fig. 4.10b).
In addition, widths and thicknesses of CNRs were also characterized by AFM, which 
displayed the roughness of CNRs after a complicated process shown in Fig. 4.1.
Fig. 4.11a provides the result from step 5 in Fig. 4.1, while Fig. 4.11b shows the real 
images of step 6 in Fig. 4.1. From these images, it is observed that the final etching step 
to remove Si causes the surface roughness of CNRs as well as the roughness of the SiO2 
substrate (see Fig. 4.11b, right). This indicates that the SiO2 substrate is etched by SF6 
plasma.
In summary, through the EBL patterning, we have successfully fabricated CNRs with 
a high aspect ratio and obtained different CNR arrays in the width range of 300 nm down 
to 35 nm. Some selected etched-through graphite nanoribbons by the EBL patterning are 
shown in Fig. 4.12. However, EBL-defined CNRs have limited ribbon edge/surface 
quality especially when the size of ribbons was narrowed down to less than 100 nm. This 
is due to the complicated processes involved in the patterning process. In addition, the 
ribbon width is limited by the e-beam resist (PMMA) and the SEM beam size and is 
difficult to be further narrowed down. Hence, we will introduce a method to simply and 
directly pattern CNRs with even smaller width in the next section.
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4.2 MLG/EG Nanoribbon Fabrication by FIB
In this section, we present our work of using focus ion beam (FIB) to fabricate large- 
array, high-quality CNRs down to -15 nm. The focused Ga+ ion beam is used as a source 
for direct writing on both HOPG and EG films. Recipes and protocols for FIB 
nanopatterning of CNRs are developed.
4.2.1 Introduction to FIB
FIB is one of the state-of-the-art technologies used to create features with a high 
aspect ratio on a solid surface. Nanometer size features can be created on a sample 
surface, resulting from the collision between ions and surface atoms on a solid surface. A 
high vacuum in the 1x10-6 torr range in the FIB chamber is required to avoid interaction 
of ions with gas molecules and to increase the mean free path of ejected ions. Liquid 
metals are used as ion sources, of which Ga is selected due to its low melting temperature 
(29.8 0C), low surface free energy, and high purity used in a high vacuum.
The FIB machine used in our research is a Hellos NanoLab 650 DualBeam from the 
FEI Company. Fig. 4.13 shows the schematic drawing of the chamber in the FIB system 
as well as the material removal process in FIB. As Ga ions bombard a solid surface on the 
sample, elastic/inelastic collisions occur, and surface atoms are ejected by overcoming 
the surface binding energy. The structures engraved by the ion beam will appear on the 
sample surface with desired designs.
The FIB machine of the Hellos NanoLab 650 DualBeam has both electron scanning 
microscopy and ion beam scanning microscopy as well. The FIB detector in Fig. 4.13 
collects secondary electrons which are collected by a detector and provide an image from
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the ion beam scanning. Fig. 4.14 shows a typical Ga ion bombarding a sample surface 
and producing sputtered materials and secondary electrons by collisions.
Typically, we use 30 kV for the acceleration voltage of Ga ions. The current of beam, 
which is actually the amount of ions delivered per unit time, is set to be on the order of 
picoAmps (pA). This provides a slow material removal rate and sharp imaging. We 
noticed that the preset beam current may be smaller than the actual current. This is 
because apertures defining the beam current can be etched by the ion beam. Ion beam 
dose is also a key parameter for FIB patterning, which is the number of ions impacted 
and absorbed into the target through a defined area. Changing the dose of the ion beam 
directly affects pattern qualities.
With the FIB machine on campus, we can also have e-beam or ion-beam-induced 
deposition of some metals. Metals can be deposited according to designed patterns 
defined by the e-beam or ion-beam, which can be nanometer size. Plantinum was used in 
our research to be deposited on our sample surface for electrodes.
4.2.2 FIB Patterning and Characterization of CNRs 
Various factors influence the patterning on HOPG and EG films when FIB is used. 
We have tested the effects of many factors and finally achieved high quality CNRs with 
desirable dimensions.
The process of the FIB patterning is shown in Fig. 4.15. Ga ion spots illuminate the 
sample surface, filling in the dashed box and removing the material in that box (see Fig. 
4.15). A CNR is then defined by two adjacent boxes so that the width of the ribbon can 
be smaller than the size of the ion spot. In Fig. 4.15, a pitch with dimension a and b in the 
FIB patterning is shown (the pitch size is defined as a + b). This is used for the software
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design of FIB patterns and is critical to the CNR fabrication. a represents the size of the 
desired etched box while b shows the preset ribbons size by FIB machine software. The 
actual size of a and b may change after FIB patterning; we will later discuss the effect of 
pitch in details. If the function of ion-beam deposition is turned on, the dashed box in Fig. 
4.15, which is full of ion spots with metal species, will be filled with the metal material, 
i.e., Pt.
Like e-beam lithography, good beam stigmation and good focus on the sample 
surface are required prior to FIB patterning. We first tried FIB patterning on HOPG 
flakes on SiO2/Si and obtained HOPG CNRs with very good quality (see Fig. 4.16). Fig. 
4.16a shows FIB patterning of HOPG film on SiO2/Si substrate with different etching 
duration, and SiO2 nanoribbons were also fabricated. Uniform and clean CNRs in the 
width range of 40 nm to 200 nm are shown in Fig. 4.16b-d.
AFM scanning on the FIB patterned HOPG CNRs on the SiO2/Si substrate is shown 
in Fig. 4.17. The Ga ion beam is able to etch away HOPG as well as other removable 
materials, like SiO2. The etch rates are different for different materials. The dashed line 
with the arrow in Fig. 4.17 (right panel) indicates a linear depth change was achieved 
with different doses in use for both SiO2 and HOPG. The etch rate based on the depth 
change in Fig. 4.17 is shown in Fig. 4.18. The tested etch rate of HOPG (0.107 
nm*^m2/pC) is useful for our future FIB patterning on different thicknesses of 
graphite/graphene film with a proper ion beam dose.
Because of the terrains of different thicknesses in a HOPG/MLG island or mesa, the 
FIB patterning was sometimes either not etching through down to the substrate or 
overdosing the ion beam to cause rough CNRs edges. FIB patterning of CNRs usually
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cannot achieve a large-area array of CNRs because it is limited by the size of the starting 
island or mesa. Moreover, it is difficult to achieve narrow CNRs from HOPG islands or 
mesas because they are usually too thick and the desired aspect ratio of CNRs requires 
thinner film. Therefore, we decided to switch from HOPG film to FG  film. FIB 
patterning of uniform and thin FG on C-face 4H IOP SiC was tested. It was found that 
thick FG  (10-layer) can yield high quality ribbons (see Fig. 4.19a) by FIB patterning due 
to the relatively thicker carbon film and better surface quality while the thin FG (2-layer) 
film can yield narrower CNRs with less good quality.
We first optimized the FIB patterning process by tuning the machine settings: beam 
current, dwell time, center-to-center distance, number of passes, and ion dose. Beam 
current of the FIB was set in the range of 17 pA to 24 pA. Higher beam current may 
result in the increased a parameter in Fig. 4.15. This leads to overexposure, causing the 
graphene ribbons to disappear as the FIB overetches the area. Dwell time (defined as the 
time the ion beam stays on a single site on the sample surface) was set to be 1 ps. The 
center-to-center distance of ion spots is one of the critical factors for fabricating 
nanometer size nanribbons with clean edges. This size was adjusted to the lowest limit of 
the machine, 1.02 nm, to achieve the most dense ion beam spot array. The resulting 
ribbons showed very good quality. The quantity of passes, i.e., the number of ion beam 
scans, is critical as well. According to our test, 3 passes usually provided the best 
nanoribbons (see Fig. 4.20). In addition, we investigated the influence of the ion beam. 
Different doses were applied in the FIB patterning on the 10-layer FG sample with 3 
passes of ion beam scanning to etch through FG down to the SiC substrate.
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As shown in Fig. 4.21, both insufficient and excessive doses limit the quality of 
graphene nanoribbons. Among the dose settings shown in Fig. 4.21, the dose of 22.20 
pC/^m2 provided the best quality graphene ribbons yielding a width of 30 nm. According 
to Fig. 4.15, the pitch size of FIB patterning is critical to our results. Thus, different 
combinations of sizes for a and b in our pattern design may lead to different nanoribbons, 
as shown in Fig. 4.22. To summarize, pitch sizes in the range of 110 nm to 280 nm were 
used here. Narrow ribbons were obtained with the design of a low value of b (see Fig. 
4.22e, Fig. 4.22f, and Fig. 4.22i). Proper pitch design can lead to clean edges of 
nanoribbons independent of the width of ribbons (see Fig. 4.22d); however, the ribbons 
with small width may have bad edge quality (see Fig. 4.22f and Fig. 4.22i).
In order to fabricate graphene naoribbons in a high-density array, the effect of pitch 
size for FIB patterning was further investigated. In Fig. 4.23, pitch design of 60/30 nm 
provided a near 30 nm wide graphene nanoribbon array with a clean edge while the 
design of 40/30 nm achieved 20 nm graphene nanoribbons with a rough edge. All other 
results showed worse ribbon quality even though narrower ribbons were fabricated.
Using the 10-layer EG film on SiC, we successfully patterned 20 nm ribbons by FIB 
in a dense, long, parallel array (see Fig. 4.24a and Fig. 4.24b). An FIB-patterned CNRs 
array was also achieved on 2-layer EG film with the ribbon width as low as 15 nm (see 
Fig. 4.24c and Fig. 4.24d). Although the lowest ribbon width (15 nm) was realized on 
thin EG film, small CNRs with good quality were only found in a certain area of the 
patterned array. To our knowledge, fabrication of a graphene nanoribbon array consisting 
of 400 ribbons with a ribbon width of <20 nm has not been reported before.
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4.3 Photoresponse from CNR-Based Photodetectors
In this section, the background of photodetectors based on GNRs is introduced. 
Photodetectors fabricated using CNRs made by both EBL and FIB has been characterized 
and tested. The results showed great photoresponsivity.
4.3.1 Introduction to GNR-Based Photodetectors
Semiconducting GNR was proposed and analyzed for an effective phototransistor,88, 
89 which is sensitive in the far infrared range like narrow-gap semiconductors. Additional 
theoretical work further predicted the infrared optical response of a GNR based device.90 
It has been reported that GNR-based photodetectors showed much larger photoresponse 
in the infrared range, compared to reduced graphene oxide.41 The enhanced 
photogenerated current was also observed resulting from the increased light absorption 
by multilayers of GNRs.41
Also, photodetectors based on GNR arrays were achieved and tested.56 The intrinsic 
graphene plasmon excitation was proposed to explain the one order of magnitude 
enhancement compared with the traditional electron-hole pair excitation. The laser 
induced temperature rise for phonons or electrons leads to different effects of 
photoresponse: The elevated phonon temperature promotes the electron-phonon 
scattering, thus reducing the transport current46-49; however, a high electron temperature 
leads to hot carriers, which increase the photogenerated carrier conduction.52, 56 Unlike 
plasmons in metals,54 this intrinsic plasmonlc effect shows longer carrier lifetime.
We believe that the intrinsic plasmon enhancement in GNRs will also apply to the 
devices based on CNRs. Moreover, the multiple graphene layers would benefit the
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photocurrent signal by the enhancement of light absorption. Therefore, we have made 
some efforts to fabricate and test CNR photodetectors, as discussed below.
4.3.2 Photoresponse of EBL-Defined CNRs 
After the fabrication of CNRs by EBL, asymmetric leads were laid down at each side 
of the ribbon array to form a source-drain connection. The techniques used for the 
deposition of metal leads as discussed before (see Section 2.2.3) and were used here 
again for the CNRs device fabrication. Fig. 4.25a shows one such CNR device, and Fig. 
4.25b shows a similar device with the improved metal leads (Ti and Pd leads covered 
with Au) compared with Fig. 4.25a (pure Ti and Au lead), which enhance the adhesion of 
the lead to the substrate as well as preventing oxidation of Ti. However, both devices 
shown in Fig. 4.25 were not successful to carry out photoresponse measurement. Next, 
two more devices were made using CNRs of different ribbon width and successfully 
tested for the photoresponse measurement (see Fig. 4.26).
The thicknesses of the CNRs in both devices are around 30 nm, which is slightly 
thinner than the HOPG film devices (e.g., the device shown in Fig. 2.16 with a graphite 
film thickness of ~35 nm). The average channel lengths for the 270 nm and 120 nm CNR 
photodetectors are 9 |im and 3 |im, respectively. Counting the pitch size (1 |im) used for 
the CNR fabrication by EBL, the two devices were estimated to contain ~130 ribbons. 
However, most (75%) of the 120-nm CNRs were broken during the EBL process. Thus, 
the overall active areas for each device is 350 |im2 (270-nm CNRs) and 11.7 |im2 (120­
nm CNRs), respectively. The 120-nm CNRs device has a much smaller active area for 
light absorption.
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The experimental setup shown in Fig. 2.14 was again used for testing and a 488 nm 
continuous-wave laser with a spot size of 500 |im was utilized to spot the entire active 
area of a device. The performance of two devices in response to the laser illumination is 
shown in Fig. 4.27. When the power of the laser was set to be 1.3 mW, the 
photogenerated currents for the two devices were 80 nA (270-nm CNRs) and 25 nA (120­
nm CNRs), respectively (see Fig. 4.27a and Fig. 4.27b). Considering the spot size of the 
laser beam as well as the active area of ribbons, the photoresponsivities of the two 
devices are 0.65 mA/W (270 nm) and 2.4 A/W (120 nm), respectively, both higher than 
our HOPG flake-based photodetector shown in Fig. 2.17.
Despite the larger area of the 270-nm CNRs device, the response of this photodetector 
is much smaller than the 120-nm CNRs device. The reason is not clear. We did notice the 
120-nm ribbons have better edge quality than 270-nm ribbons (see Fig. 4.26a and Fig. 
4.26b) so that there are less edge states in the 120-nm CNR device than in the 270-nm 
CNR device. Edge states, usually introduced by etching, will lead to the shorter life time 
of carriers in devices. Also, the 120-nm CNR device has a shorter channel length. This 
shorter length may help carrier extraction. The saturation trend was observed for both 
devices in Fig. 4.27c, which is similar to the graphite/MLG mesa devices in Chapter 2. 
However, our CNR-based photodetector did not show the greatly enhanced 
photoresponse as seen in some GNR devices reported in literature.56 The reason are not 
clear.
4.3.3 Photoresponse Based on FIB-Induced CNRs
FIB patterning on graphite/MLG was realized to achieve very good ribbon quality 
with controlled ribbon width. A multilayer graphene mesa (15 nm thick) was firstly
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fabricated on a SiO2/Si substrate with the area of 14 x 24 pm. Then FIB patterning with 
proper parameters was applied to split the entire mesa into 2 zones: a MLG mesa (top) 
and a 40-nm ribbon array (bottom) (see Fig. 4.28a and Fig. 4.28b). With an asymmetric 
metal scheme, we built photodetectors on this FIB modified MLG sample (see Fig. 4.28). 
2 pairs of metal (Ti and Pd) schemes were built in 2 parallel zones with the same 
separation space (1.1 pm) and electrode width (3 pm), in an attempt to limit the effect of 
channel length and contact area among these two detectors. Both of the 2 connections 
were separately applied into the photocurrent measurement circuit system for the 
comparison of performance in photoresponse.
Fig. 4.28a and Fig. 4.28b show the burned device after the laser experiment, which is 
due to the high temperature confined on top of SiO2/Si substrate under the laser beam. 
For the 40-nm ribbons zone, 9 ribbons were buried under metal electrodes. Thus, the 
active area between the two leads for this zone is 5.04 pm2 (9 x 40 nm x 14 pm for the 
40-nm ribbon array), while the MLG mesa-based device (Top, Fig. 4.28a and Fig. 4.28b) 
has an active area of 46.2 pm2 (3 pm x 14 pm). A 450-nm continous-wave laser was used 
here with tunable power output. The photoresponse of the 2 devices is shown in Fig. 4.29.
Under the near-uniform laser beam of 3.9 mW, the calculated photoresponsivities of 
the two devices shown in Fig. 4.28 are 32.9 mA/W (CNRs device) and 7.8 mA/W (MLG 
mesa device), respectively. This high photoresponse was obtained because a very low 
laser power limits the thermal influence on our devices. When the laser power is as high 
as 178 mW, the photoresponsivities of the CNRs and MLG mesa devices are reduced to
0.90 mA/W and 0.36 mA/W, respectively. We could expect that increasing ribbon
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density in the array will further improve the photoresponse, which is indeed confirmed in 
the device based on the FIB-patterned EG ribbon devices.
For the photodetector based on the FIB-patterned EG CNR array, the Pt lead, with a 
higher work function than Pd ($ = 5.4 eV), was deposited on one side of the array by 
employing electron beam induced deposition, which is a simple function of the FIB 
machine. A relatively slow deposition rate was achieved using e-beam conditions of 2 kV 
and 0.8 nA. This yielded a 30-nm thick Pt film. We then built the asymmetric metal 
scheme by depositing the Tl on the other side of ribbon array via EBL and a lift-off 
process. This formed a device based on the smallest nanoribbons we were able to 
fabricate (see Fig. 4.30).
The active area of the device between the two leads was -7.2 |im2 (300 x 20nm x 
1.2^m), much larger than the area produced by FIB patterning on the MLG mesa (see Fig. 
4.28). The photoresponse of this device is shown in Fig. 4.31. Photocurrent signal as high 
as ~2 p,A was achieved. This is because the laser spot is very large, and it is possible for 
the photocurrent to be generated from both the Pt/EG and Au/EG interfaces, in addition 
to the Ti-CNRs-Pt junctions. With a 500 |im laser spot irradiating the center of the device, 
the photocurrent vs. power curve shows a linear relationship, which is similar to the EG 
device performance in Chapter 3. This further verified that the good thermal conductivity 
of the SlC substrate, compared with SlO2, leads to the minimized thermal effect so that 
the resistivity of the graphene at high T is not affected so much. By the measurement of 
light reflection (see Fig. 4.32), we observed that light refection on the Tl and Au leads is 
much higher than the Pt lead. Most of contributions to the photocurrent signal were from 
the active part of the ribbon array and the adjacent Pt/EG interface.
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To summarize this chapter, we first realized the fabrication of CNRs on graphite and 
MLG by using EBL technology. Ribbon size as low as 35 nm was achieved on bulk 
graphite film with a high aspect ratio, and isolated, >100-nm CNRs were made by etching 
through multilayer graphene on SiO2/Si substrate. In addition, the FIB was used to 
directly remove carbon materials and then to fabricate CNRs. We successfully patterned 
CNRs on both MLG mesas and EG on SiC, and CNRs down to ~15nm were fabricated. It 
is notable that a large-area array of ~400 nanoribbons on 10-layer EG was achieved for 
the first time, whose ribbon width is only ~20 nm.
By building CNR-based devices, we tested the photoresponse in multi-CNR-based 
detectors. The results showed greater photoresponse, compared to graphene/graphite 
film-based devices. Photodetectors based on a CNR array by FIB patterning showed 
greater photoresponse than those by EBL patterning because the direct FIB patterning 
yields a clean ribbon surface as well as good edges.
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Table 4.1 Parameters used for EBL based on PMMA processing
E-beam Lithography
Parameter Setpoint
950K PMMA from Micro Chem Inc. in anisole (2%)
Spin coating 1000rpm @ 45sec
Bake 180°C on Hotplate @ 90sec
E-beam exposure Dose 50 - 500 ^C/cm2 (vary with 
different machines and conditions)
Developer 1:3 MIBK:IPA @ 30sec
Rinse DI water
Post-baking 100°C on Hotplate @ 90sec
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Figure 4.1 EBL patterning on HOPG mesa. Left: schematic process flow of EBL 
patterning on HOPG mesa (cross-sectional). Here, PMMA is used as a positive resist. 
Right: schematic 3D view of a HOPG mesa on SiO2/Si converted to an array of CNRs 
array by EBL.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic process flow of EBL patterning on a HOPG mesa (Top-view). The 
silicon protective layer and the SiO2/Si substrate are not included here for simplicity. The 
dashed red arrow indicates the etching of exposed graphite in the final RIE process, and 
the dashed red box shows the CNRs formed by RIE, and the dashed red circle indicates 
the position of e-beam scans.
Figure 4.3 Etching test of 950K PMMA under O2 RIE at 75W, and the fitted slope shows 




Figure 4.4 Stigmation modulation by the procedure to get the best Au balls and e-beam 
spot. (a) Successful stigmation tuning to get a clear Au ball SEM image. (b) Testing of 
the e-beam spot on the PMMA layer, which covers the Ti/Au lead in TA. Different spots 
were produced by 10-second e-beam illumination. Inset shows an optimized beam of 
~35nm in spot size.
Figure 4.5 Schematic drawing of EBL patterns designed by DesignExpress software. The 
Red circle represents the e-beam spot. (a) Closed dashed box: e-beam spots will fill in the 




Figure 4.6 SEM images of EBL-patterned CNRs (~250nm wide) with two different e- 
beam line doses: (a) 0.05 nC/cm and (b) 0.08 nC/cm.
Figure 4.7 SEM characterization of EBL defined CNRs. (a) EBL patterning on drifted 
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Figure 4.8 SEM images of EBL patterned CNRs on HOPG mesas. Different widths of 
ribbons were produced: (a) 300 nm, (b) 150 nm, (c) 100 nm, (d) 70 nm, and (e) 35 nm.
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Figure 4.9 Optical images showing the CNRs fabrication flow. (a) Two 40 x 60 |im 
HOPG mesas with a thickness of ~80 nm, protected by a 50-nm thick Si layer, (b) EBL- 
patterned PMMA ribbons on top of HOPG mesas in (a), and (c) 10 min O2 plasma 
etching to reveal the SiO2 substrate in between ribbons. The size of mesa used here is 30 
x 60 |im, and finally 270-nm CNRs were achieved.
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Figure 4.10 Etching-through of CNRs as seen by SEM imaging. (a) 300-nm wide CNRs 
with carbon residuals in between. (b) Clean with exposed substrate achieved by 
supplementary 0 2 RIE.________
(a)





Figure 4.11 Surface analyses of CNRs by SEM and AFM, with the completion of two 
processes: (a) O2 plasma etching of HOPG to form ribbons. (Left: SEM image, Middle: 
AFM scan of the same sample, Right: Depth profile along the dashed line in left SEM 
image), (b) SF6 plasma etching to remove protective Si (Left: SEM image, Middle: AFM 
scan of the same sample, Right: Depth profile along the dashed line in left SEM image). 
Z-scale in the middle AFM images is 120 nm. CNRs are 250-300 nm wide and ~35nm 
thick, covered by 50-nm thick Si.
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Figure 4.12 SEM imaging of isolated CNRs on SiO2/Si substrate. Ribbons are 150-200 
nm wide. (a), (b), and (c) CNRs covered with Si protective layer. (d) Pure CNRs through 
the removal of the covered Si.
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Figure 4.15 Schematic diagram of CNRs patterning process by FIB. The dashed red 
circle represents the Ga ion beam spot arrays, which fill the dashed boxes. A pitch size 
composed of the etching box (area) width a and ribbon width in pattern b is defined here.
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Figure 4.16 SEM characterization of FIB-patterned HOPG CNRs. (a) Ribbons with 
different widths by FIB patterning. (b) 45-50 nm ribbons. (c) 200-nm ribbons. (d) 40-nm 
ribbons.
Figure 4.17 AFM characterization of FIB patterned HOPG ribbons with different beam 
doses (left). AFM image of HOPG ribbons on SlO2/Sl substrate. SlO2 is etched by the Ga 
ion beam as well. (Right) Depth measurement along the red line shown in the left image, 
for both SiO2 ribbons (up) and HOPG ribbons (down).
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Figure 4.18 FIB etching depth of HOPG on SiO2 (300 nm) as a function of ion beam dose. 









Figure 4.19 SEM pictures of FIB-patterning on thick (10-layer) and thin (2-layer) EG. (a) 
18-nm thick CNR array. (b) 29-nm thin CNR array.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20 SEM imaging to compare two different passes of ion beam scanning at the 
same dose: ~30 pC/^m2. (a) 4 passes. No ribbons were obtained due to the over exposed 
etching area. (b) 3 passes. 24-nm wide ribbons were achieved.
Figure 4.21 SEM characterization of graphene nanribbons on 10-layer EG sample by 
FIB-patterning with 3 passes of scanning. Different doses were tested: (a) 15.10 pC/^m2, 
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Figure 4.22 SEM images of FIB-patterned nanoribbons on a 10-layer EG sample with 
different pitch sizes: (a) a/b = 200/80 nm, 40-nm ribbons were achieved; (b) a/b = 200/50 
nm, no EG ribbons were fabricated; (c) 200/30 nm, 26-nm ribbons; (d) 180/50 nm, 40-nm 
ribbons; (e) 180/30 nm, 16-nm ribbons; (f) 180/25 nm, 15-nm ribbons; (g) 150/50 nm, 
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Figure 4.23 SEM images of FIB-patterned nanoribbons on a 10-layer EG sample with 
different pitch combinations: (a) a/b = 60/30 nm, (b) 60/25 nm, (c) 60/15nm, (d) 50/30 
nm, (e) 45/30 nm, and (f) 40/30 nm.
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Figure 4.24 Surface characterization of FIB-patterned graphene nanoribbon arrays on EG 
film by SEM. (a) a 2.5 x 40 |im array containing ~400 ribbons on thick EG film; (b) 
zoom-in image for the 20-nm ribbons with good quality; (c) a 2.5 x 40 |im array 
containing ~400 ribbons on thin EG film; (d) zoom-in image for the 15-nm ribbons in a 
certain area with good EG film quality.
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Figure 4.25 SEM imaging of devices with asymmetric metal leads on graphite 
nanoribbons. (a) Ti-CNRs-Au device and (b) Ti-CNRs-Pd device.
Figure 4.26 SEM imaging of graphite nanoribbons with different widths: (a) 270nm; (b) 
120 nm, which were used for the devices based on Ti and Pd electrodes (c) device using 
270nm graphite ribbons shown in (a); (d) device using 120-nm graphite ribbons shown in 
(b).
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Figure 4.27 Photoresponse testing o f the 270-nm CNRs and 120-nm CNRs devices. 
Photocurrents measured with the increasing testing duration are shown in (a) and (b) for 
the two devices. (c) Photocurrent as a function o f laser power for both devices.
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Figure 4.28 SEM characterization of photodetectors based on a FIB-patterned MLG mesa 
(14 x 24 |im). (a) and (b) photodetectors built on 2 zones: a MLG mesa (top) and a 40-nm 
wide CNRs array (bottom); (c) photodetector on 40-nm ribbons array; (d) enlarged image 
to show the MLG ribbons in (c).
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Figure 4.30 Schematic drawing and surface characterization of the Ti-CNRs-Pt device 
based on a large-area EG nanoribbon array. (a) Schematic diagram of the device after 
fabrication. (b) Optical image showing the entire device. (c) SEM imaging of the main 
detection area in the dotted box shown in (b). (d) Ti-CNRs-Pt configuration with 1.2-pm 
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Figure 4.31 Photoresponse of the Ti-CNRs-Pt device under 450-nm laser illumination. (a) 
current-bias curves under different laser output. (b) Photocurrent as a function of laser 
power.





Figure 4.32 Characterization of CNR-based photodetector. Characterization of light 
reflection (left). SEM image (right) shows the same zone with dashed box as the one 
marked in left figure.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
In this research, we first developed experimental methods and processes to cleave, 
thin, and bond graphitic films to dielectric substrates. We next developed optical 
lithography to fabricate graphite mesas on the micron scale. During this process, Si was 
tested and chosen to deposit on top of graphite films for protection, and anisotropic O2 
RIE with a steady etching rate was applied for the removal of carbon materials. The 
resistance of PMMA and PR s1813 to plasma etching (O2 and SF6) was researched as 
well.
To build a MLG/graphite-based photodetector, we used islands with random shapes 
and graphite mesas defined by optical lithography. Symmetric and asymmetric metal 
configurations were deposited using optical lithography followed by lift-off process. EBL 
and related lift-off processes were also studied to successfully create metal leads on a 
substrate with very precisely controlled dimension and clean edges.
An attempt to use Ti and Au to form a metal scheme was unsuccessful. Ti and Pd 
covered with Au protective layers were then used and found sucessful, and Pt was used to 
replace Pd in some of our devices.
The graphitic films-based photodetectors showed great photoresponse under laser 
illuminations. The photoresponsivities varied with the film thickness (related to the light
absorption rate), metal lead coverage, channel length, and the quality of the devices. We 
then demonstrated photoresponse in large-area EG/SiC devices with asymmetric metal 
contacts for both 2-layer and 10-layer EG samples. Photocurrent was generated from the 
internal electric field at the metal/EG junctions due to the work function difference. High 
photoresponsivity was achieved under both a single wavelength blue laser illumination 
(1.11 mA/W at 0V bias) and an AM 1.5 visible light source (4.08 mA/W at 0V bias). The 
biased EG-based photodetector showed a photoresponse as high as 4.5 mA/W at 0.7V. 
The device performance is shown to be highly tunable by varying metal lead, EG layer 
thickness, channel length, and/or illumination area. The extraction of photon-induced 
electron carriers in the EG device was demonstrated to be faster than that of the SiC 
device.
We also fabricated CNRs by using EBL technology and the direct FIB patterning. 
EBL was used to pattern CNRs on the graphitic mesas defined by optical lithography. 
The developed procedure involved transfer of the EBL-patterned PMMA ribbon structure 
to the Si layer by RIE and then to the MLG/graphite mesas to generate CNRs. A 
minimum width of ~35 nm was achieved with a very high aspect ratio. However, CNRs 
generated by EBL involved a multistep process, solution-based and etching-introduced, 
so that the final ribbons may have high surface and edge roughness. Defects and edge 
states may have been introduced.
We finally developed protocols for FIB-patterning of CNRs directly on a graphitic 
substrate. Based on the large spot size of the Ga ion beam, we achieved CNR arrays with 
the nanoribbon width as low as 13 nm. The etch rate of carbon materials as a function of 
dose was studied in order to adequately etch both MLG and EG films and to expose
111
substrates (SlO2 or SlC) in between ribbons. Many factors, which may affect the ribbons 
size and qualities, were thoroughly researched. Finally, a large CNR array with an 
average ribbon width of ~20 nm was fabricated and built into a device.
CNR-based photonic devices were fabricated. Under laser illumination, the CNR 
devices exhibited better photoresponse than graphite flake devices; this is mainly because 
of the improved metal/carbon contact (area/length). In addition to the graphene/lead 
interfaces formed on the top carbon layer of graphite, more internal electric fields were 
created between side-covered metal leads and the edges of multiple graphene layers 
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